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Abstract
The fundamental structure of all biological membranes is the lipid bilayer. At-
tributed to the multifaceted features of lipids and its dynamical interaction with
other membrane-integrated molecules, the lipid bilayer is involved in a variety of
physiological phenomena such as transmembrane transportation, cellular signalling
transduction, energy storage, etc. Due to the nanoscale but high complexity of
the lipid bilayer system, experimental investigation into many important processes
at the molecular level is still challenging. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
has been emerging as a powerful tool to study the lipid membrane at the nanoscale.
Utilizing atomistic MD, we have quantitatively investigated the effect of lamellar and
nonlamellar lipid composition changes on a series of important bilayer properties,
and how membranes behave when exposed to a high-pressure environment. A series
of membrane properties such as lateral pressure and dipole potential profiles are
quantified. Results suggest the hypothesis that compositional changes, involving
both lipid heads and tails, modulate crucial mechanical and electrical features of
the lipid bilayer, so that a range of biological phenomena, such as the permeation
through the membrane and conformational equilibria of membrane proteins, may
be regulated. Furthermore, water also plays an essential role in the biomembrane
system. To balance accuracy and efficiency in simulations, a coarse-grained ELBA
water model was developed. Here, the ELBA water model is stress tested in terms
of temperature- and pressure-related properties, as well as hydrating properties.
Results show that the accuracy of the ELBA model is almost as good as conventional
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The fundamental structure of all biological membranes is the lipid bilayer, which
encapsulates cells as well as the cell nucleus and intracellular organelles. Figure 1.1
gives a schematic example of the plasma membrane [49]. The external environment
and the cell interior are separated by the bimolecular layer formed by lipids. Other
components such as proteins and carbohydrates are also embedded in the lipid
membrane. At the first glance, the lipid bilayer may appear to be a simple dual-layer
Figure 1.1: Schematic model of the biological membrane [49]. A lipid bilayer forms
the basic structure, with membrane proteins embedded.
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structure replicates regularly. Yet in reality, it is characterized by high dynamics
and complexity. Notably, lipid membranes in their biological states are fluid soft
interfaces, organized through the self-assembling process [228]. Compared to other
biosystems, in contrast to the strong chemical forces that maintain typical protein
or DNA chains, such an entropy-driven aggregation endues substantial disorder
in the bilayer. Furthermore, an enormous lipid diversity is present in biomem-
branes. As a result, the function of a lipid bilayer is not only limited to cellular
compartmentalization. Attributed to the multifaceted features of lipids and their
dynamical interactions with other membrane-integrated molecules (such as enzymes,
transporters, or signalling molecules), the lipid bilayer is also involved in a variety of
physiological phenomena such as transmembrane transportation, cellular signalling
transduction, energy storage, etc [81, 104, 197].
A comprehensive knowledge about the bilayer membrane is essential to under-
stand the living world. Molecular-level structure and mechanics of lipid bilayers
fundamentally determine the shape, stability, and metabolism of cells [350, 356].
The lipid membrane also represents as a platform on which numerous important
biochemical processes are carried out [35, 189, 211]. The conformation, and thereby
the functionality, of embedded membrane proteins can be influenced though their
interactions with neighbouring lipid molecules. Furthermore, nonspecific properties
of the assembled bilayer (such as the transmembrane lateral pressure distribution)
can also modulate the functional state of membrane proteins [78, 211, 264, 364].
Regarding biomedical applications, the self-assembling machinery of lipid membrane
systems has its potential for the design of drug-delivery techniques [309].
Driven by the many fascinating features of the lipid membrane, researchers
have been actively trying to reveal the physics and biological functions of lipid
bilayers. Extensive progress has been achieved in the emerging field of “lipidomics”
in recent years. However, due to the nanoscale but high complexity of the lipid
bilayer system, investigations into many important membrane-relevant phenomena
at the molecular level is still challenging. On one hand, for an object that is only
several nanometres thick and characterized by high disorder and heterogeneity, novel
experimental techniques are required for quantitative measurements on many lipid
bilayer properties. On the other hand, with the lateral length scale spanning up to
a thousand nanometres [228], the existence of lipid diversity further widens the gap
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between the laboratory understanding about model membranes and the real-world
principles governing the biomembranes.
Thanks to the development of computer science and technology over the past
decades, the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation technique has been emerging as
a powerful tool to study the lipid membrane at the nanoscale [347, 355]. Briefly,
atomistic MD simulation models a biomolecular system by describing each atom
and interactions between atoms with a set of interaction potential equations and
associated parameters based on known biochemistry information. This set of equa-
tions and parameters is typically called the “forcefield”. Based on the forcefield
and the classic Newtonian theory, a lipid membrane system can be simulated at
appropriate temporal and spatial scales. From a well-designed molecular dynamics
simulation, atomistic information and ensembled energetic or dynamics properties
can be obtained, thus it can ideally complement laboratory investigations and predict
properties that are not directly accessible by experiments.
One mystery about the biological membrane is why it is composed of such a
diversity of lipid species and the lipid composition is dynamically regulated [227]. In
particular, the natural inclusion of nonlamellar lipids in the overall lamellar biomem-
brane is of great research interests. Some local nonlamellar structures are required
in biological processes such as cellular budding, fission or fusion [208]. Further
hypotheses point to the modulating role of nonlamellar lipids through changes of
key bilayer properties induced by them on functions of membranes and embedded
proteins [227, 353]. However, molecular-scale insights of such mechanisms are lacking
due to experimental challenges. Utilizing the MD simulation technique, we quanti-
tatively investigated the effect of lamellar and nonlamellar lipid composition changes
on a series of important bilayer properties. More specifically, the lamellar and
nonlamellar families are represented by two prevalent lipid types, DOPC and DOPE,
respectively. Obtained results are presented and discussed in Chapter 3. Another
intriguing characteristics of lipids as biomembrane constituents is the unsaturation
level in their hydrocarbon tails, which has been thought to contribute to the rigidity,
micro-mechanics, and permeability of the lipid bilayer [120, 238, 375]. Especially
when the membrane is exposed to a high pressure environment (which is of interest in
understanding many biological processes such as barophilibility of deep-marine lifes
as well as high-pressure pasteurization in the food industry [8, 175]), the response
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of lipid membrane may depend on its unsaturation level. A quantitative study on
this topic is presented in Chapter 4.
Beside lipids, water is also a non-negligible part of the biomembrane (as well
as other biomolecular systems). Interactions between lipids and water molecules
are thought to be responsible for the formation, maintenance, and dynamics of
the bilayer structure [14, 15, 20]. In a typical atomistic-level simulation, water
molecules usually account for a large proportion of total particle amount, thus
contributing to a great extent to the behaviour of the simulated system and taking
a majority of computational resources. To achieve higher efficiency and complex-
ity, a great number of coarse-grained models have been developed [234, 296, 366],
aiming at simplification while keeping as much accuracy as possible. Among them,
the ELBA water model has been proved to successfully strike a balance between
efficiency and the ability to reproduce bulk water fundamental properties [242,
248]. Extended work to further test the capability of the ELBA water model are
presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Chapter 5 investigates into temperature-
/pressure-related properties of the ELBA water, including the liquid density and
self-diffusion coefficient at temperatures from 268 K to 378 K and pressures from
1 atm up to 4000 atm, and the isothermal compressibility, isobaric heat capacity,
and thermal expansion at ambient conditions which reflect the response to pressure
or temperature fluctuations. In Chapter 6, hydration features of the ELBA water
as a direct solvent for atomistic solutes are studied. More specifically, ELBA is
applied to solve representative α−helical and β−hairpin structures directly (i.e.
no additional or ad hoc scaling factors, intermediate regions, or extra sites are
introduced), and then folding free energy landscapes of the two protein structures
are measured and compared with performance of the all-atom TIP3P water model.
The parallel tempering technique [338] is applied for the free energy calculation,
technical details of which will be briefly reviewed in Section 2.2.
Publication details for the work presented in each Chapter are listed below:
• Chapter 3:
Wei Ding, Michail Palaiokostas, Wen Wang, and Mario Orsi, Effects of
Lipid Composition on Bilayer Membranes Quantified by All-Atom Molecular




Wei Ding, Michail Palaiokostas, Ganesh Shane, Wen Wang, and Mario Orsi,
Effects of high pressure on phospholipid bilayers. The Journal of Physical
Chemistry B, accepted, 2017, DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.7b07119.
• Chapter 5:
Wei Ding, Michail Palaiokostas, and Mario Orsi, Stress testing the ELBA
water model. Molecular Simulation, 2016, 42, 337.
• Chapter 6:
Mario Orsi, Wei Ding, and Michail Palaiokostas, Direct mixing of atomistic
solutes and coarse-grained water. Journal of Chemical Theory and Computa-




2.1 Lipids and biomembranes
Lipids are defined as a group of substances that are water-insoluble but highly soluble
in organic solvents [101], which cover a broad range of molecules exhibiting wide
diversity in structure and biological function. In living organisms, these different cat-
egories of lipids appear mostly to be organized in the bilayer structure, contributing
to the versatile mechanical, electrical and dynamical properties of biomembranes.
2.1.1 Membrane lipids classification
As membrane constituents, lipids can be classified into three major types: phospho-
lipids, glycolipids and sterols. Firstly, the phospholipids, especially glycerophos-
pholipids, are found to be the most abundant in natural membranes [356]. A
phospholipid molecule is constructed based on a phosphate attached to different
organic moieties, comprising various hydrophilic “head” groups (like phosphatidyl-
choline (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) or phosphatidic acid (PA)). On the
other side, the phosphate is connected with a “platform” to which one or more
hydrocarbon chains are linked, together forming the hydrophobic “tails” of the lipid.
For glycerophospholipids (also known as phosphoglycerides), the platform is glycerol.
If the platform is sphingosine, the phospholipid is known as sphingophospholipid.
The hydrocarbon tails of the lipids can be also varied in terms of length and degree
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of unsaturation1, extending the diversity in the family of phospholipids. Figure 2.1a
and 2.1b give two examples of glycerophospholipid and sphingophospholipid, re-
spectively. In the work presented in this thesis, the phospholipid species is the main





Figure 2.1: Structure of typical membrane lipids [197].
Glycolipids, as the name indicates, are sugar-containing lipids. Compared with
phospholipids, their head groups are one or more sugar residues instead of the
phosphatic one (see Figure 2.1c for a typical glycolipid, ganglioside). Sometimes,
lipids in which the fatty acyl chains are directly linked with a sugar backbone can also
be observed, which are usually named as saccharolipids [101]. In plasma membranes,
glycolipids are always distributed in the outer leaflet, with the sugar residues oriented
1For lipid, unsaturation means that one or more double bonds occur in the fatty acid chain.
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to the extracellular side and exposed in the aqueous environment. This feature
provides physiological importance; for example, some specific glycosphingolipids as
antigens on human red blood cell surface participate in the determination of the
ABO blood types.
Sterols, out of which cholesterol (Figure 2.1d) is most commonly found in mam-
malian membranes, have a basic structure that is quite different from the phos-
pholipid and the glycolipids. In a typical molecule in the sterol family, four fused
hydrocarbon rings carry a hydroxyl group and a alkyl tail on specific carbons at
either side [226]. In membrane bilayers, the hydroxyl group of sterols always orients
towards outside and interacts with nearby lipid headgroups. As an indispensable
substance for life activities, cholesterol helps modulate the phases of biomembrane,
and affects its diffusivity [219]. It is also an essential component of lipid “rafts”,
membrane microdomains believed to favour specific protein-protein interactions re-
sulting in the activation of signalling cascades [326].
2.1.2 Self-assembly of lipids
Despite belonging to a very diverse family of molecules, membrane lipids possess
a critical common characteristic: they are amphipathic molecules, containing both
a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic moiety [32]. This intrinsic characteristic enables
them to be arranged as the bimolecular sheet structure, composed of two hydrophilic
layers on each side of the bilayer interacting with water, and a hydrophobic domain
in between. The formation of a bilayer can happen spontaneously in aqueous
environment, through the peculiar ”self-assembly” process. The hydrophobic effect,
which is the tendency that the hydrophobic parts of molecules prefer to interact
with each other rather than with water, is the main driving force for the bilayer self-
assembling [341]. From the entropic point of view, the hydrogen-bonding network
in pure water maximizes the system entropy. When lipid molecules are put into
water, the hydrogen bonds in water suffers and local ordering of water molecules
surrounding lipid molecules increases. The hydrophobic effect acts to drive the
apolar parts of lipid molecules packed together to minimize contact with water. More
specifically, the lipid tails are closely packed in the interior of the bilayer to avoid the
area exposed to water where a maximized entropy state can be reached. Also there
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are electrostatic interactions between the lipid heads and water molecules [227]. All
these forces from different origins together make the membrane structure stable,
self-sealing and extensive along the bilayer plane.
Nonetheless in fact, not all lipids assemble into the bilayer phase when dispersed
in an aqueous phase. Taking the PE lipid, one of the most common membrane
phospholipid, as an example, it can form the inverse non-lamellar structure in
certain conditions, in which the lipid headgroups sequester an inner aqueous core
and the hydrophobic domains are oriented outward [95]. To a first approximation,
the formation of this structure can be understood through the amphiphile shape
(or shape-structure) hypothesis [197, 353] of lipid polymorphism, as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. In the hypothesis, the phases that lipids adopt are determined by the
Figure 2.2: The lipid polymorphism explained by the amphiphile shape
hypothesis [197]. S is the shape parameter; When S = 1, the lipid molecules are
cylindrical and form lamellar phase (bilayer), and when S > 1 or S < 1, the lipids
are organized into micelles, or inverse micelles.
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effective shape of individual lipid molecules. Lipids like PC who self-assemble
into lamellar phase have a cylindrical shape, in that the cross-sectional area of
the headgroup is similar to that of the tail part. A shape parameter, S, can be
defined as the ratio of the headgroup cross-sectional area a multiplied by the lipid
length l to the lipid volume v (S = a·l
v
). If a lipid is conical (S > 1) or wedged
(S < 1) shape, non-lamellar phases will be formed. Environment parameters, such
as temperature, hydration level, and pH, also account for more completely defining
the shape concept [342].
Experimentally, a phase diagram for a lipid type (or a mixed system) can be
drawn to reflect how the lipid adopts different phases depending on temperature,
hydration level, and so on. As an example, Figure 2.3 shows the phase diagram for
DOPE. The inverse hexagonal (HII) phase is formed at all water concentrations above
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Phase diagrams of DOPE-water system (a) as a function of temperature
and water concentration [116], and (b) as a function of temperature and
pressure [220]. Lipid phases: HII: inverse hexagonal; Lα: lamellar liquid-crystalline
(fluid-like); Lβ: lamellar gel.
22◦C, and below that an lamellar liquid-crystalline (Lα) phase occurs at intermediate
water concentrations (Figure 2.3a) [116]. Then if in excess water, the transition
from Lα phase to HII phase happens at high temperatures and low pressures; also
an additional lamellar Lα−to−Lβ transition is exhibited at even lower temperatures
(Figure 2.3b) [220]. Generally speaking, increasing the temperature will increase
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the conformational disorder in the hydrocarbon chains of lipids, which tends to
expand the interfacial area per lipid and leads to a tendency in a bilayer to bend
towards the water region; increasing the water content tends to increase the repulsion
between headgroups, which forces the chains to deviate away from their preferred
conformational state and leads to a tendency to bend towards the chain region.
Biologically, the most important phase is the Lα phase, which is characterised
by high disorder in the hydrocarbon chain region. It is important to note that
real biological membranes contain both lamellar and non-lamellar lipids. Frustrated
desire to form non-lamellar structures are stored in the membrane, and this can be
related with the elastic properties of the bilayer [317, 345]. In this regime, entropic
fluctuations may drive phase transitions or structural changes, at an elastic energy
cost determined by curvature elastic properties, which can be directly related to the
transmembrane lateral pressure (or stress) profile [211].
Given the existence of non-lamellar lipids in biological membranes, a question
naturally arises: what is the reason for the presence of the non-lamellar membrane
lipids? Since the composition of lipids is observed to vary across organisms and to be
tightly regulated [353], the non-lamellar lipids are believed to play functional roles in
biological membranes. One straightforward explanation is that they can be used to
form local non-bilayer structures such as cellular budding, fission and fusion, which
have been found experimentally [208, 324]. Another possible role of non-lamellar
lipids might be that they can indirectly participate in influencing some biomembrane
processes, through modulating some non-specific properties, for instance the lateral
pressure profile and the electrostatic potential inside the membrane [54, 368]. Details
about these two important transmembrane properties will be presented in following
sections.
2.1.3 Lipid composition in biomembranes
As stated above, a broad range of diversity of lipids can be found in biomembranes,
and the specific lipid composition in the bilayer can potentially have significant
influences on cell activities. Generally, the lipid composition can be different in sharp
contrast in different species, cells, and even evolving from time to time depending
on external environments [45]. For example, cholesterol is present in mammalian
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plasma membranes with a range from 20% to 50%, but is universally absent in
prokaryotes [228, 335]. Considering only glycerophospholipids, combinations of
different aliphatic tails and headgroups permits variation up to a thousand lipid
types [83].
Effects of the lipid head: literature review on PC/PE mixtures
Among phospholipids, phosphatidylcholine (PC) is the most prevalent, accounting
for 40%-50% of the total phospholipids [83, 195]. Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE),
which ranges from 20% to 45% of the total phospholipids depending on located
tissues or organs, is the next most abundant non-lamellar type [37, 177]. The
membrane composition of lamellar/non-lamellar lipids is suggested to play significant
roles in modulating the membrane functions by influencing some crucial nonspecific
membrane properties. As the most commonly representative lamellar and non-
lamellar lipids in biological membrane, PC (phosphatidylcholine) and PE (phos-
phatidylethanolamine) have intrigued many membrane researchers. Experimentally,
Curran et al. performed a series of tests about the effect on the folding of an integral
membrane protein bR (bacteriorhodopsin) from the PC/PE composition, finding
a significant reduction in folding efficiency when the ratio of PE (with the same
acyl chain as the host PC) was increased [71]. This dependence of bR folding to
lipid composition was later attributed to the increase in curvature stress induced
by the presence of PE [11]. But conversely, an opposite effect by addition of PE
was found on the DGK (diacylglycerol kinase), another multi-α-helical integral
membrane protein similar to bR, by Seddon et al. [316]. Similar variation of the
effect from the non-lamellar lipid PE in membrane has been also found on β-barrel
proteins (OmpA, outer membrane protein A precursor [174] and OpA, opacity-
associated Protein A [86]). From these results, which are only a small sample from
the entire collection of the investigation about PC/PE composition effects, it is
already clear that, to identify the correlation between the membrane composition
and the membrane properties that contribute to internal-membrane processes is of
great importance to gain full understanding about those life processes.
Molecular dynamics simulation is very helpful to complement the general under-
standing on membrane properties. However, the application of molecular simulation
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to the PC/PE mixed bilayer has been reported in only a few studies, since the
simulational time required to investigate some important phenomena in mixed lipid
bilayers is very long, and issues exist with the accuracy of PE force fields [80].
Properties like lateral pressure and dipole potential for PC/PE mixtures have been
reported by a coarse-grained simulation study [251], but atomistic level results are
still lacking.
2.1.4 Features of the lipid bilayer
Lateral pressure profile
The lateral pressure profile, Π(z), where z is the spatial coordinate along the mem-
brane normal direction, describes the pressure distribution in the membrane due to
depth-dependent inhomogeneous interactions [54, 240]. As illustrated in Figure 2.4,
the lateral pressure profile in lipid bilayer can be explained as follows: at the
membrane-water interface, there is a strong inward (negative) pressure since the
system attempts to limit the contact between water and hydrocarbon (γphob); this
negative pressure is balanced by the repulsion between the hydrocarbon tails in
the central region (πch); at the headgroup region, there is also a repulsive pressure
due to steric and electrostatic interactions as well as hydration effects (πHG) [51].
In practice, it has been found that the magnitude of Π(z) at headgroup region
Figure 2.4: Schematic of the lateral pressure profile in lipid membrane [209]. πHG
and πch denote the integrated contribution of the lipid headgroups and chains, and
γphob represents the hydrophobic interfacial tension.
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is at the range of hundreds bar, and can reach about -1000 bar at the interfacial
region. With such huge changes taking place within nanometres, the lateral pressure
from membrane lipids is suggested to have a significant influence on the folding and
conformational change, and consequently the function of membrane proteins.
Extensive research trying to reveal the connection between the lateral pressure
profile and the membrane protein functionality has been done since the late 1990s
when Cantor proposed that the change in lateral pressure profile can account for
the dependence of protein conformation on membrane lipid composition [50, 51,
54]. The function of many membrane proteins, like MscL (mechanosensitive chan-
nel) [223, 267], KcsA (potassium crystallographically-sited activation channel) [352],
rhodopsin [38], CTP (phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase) [318] and others, have
been demonstrated to be related with the lateral pressure change. However, in these
experimental studies, the lateral pressure profile itself was never measured but was
only studied indirectly. The reason is that, compared with some of its associated
properties such as the elastic moduli or spontaneous curvature that can be directly
gauged, the lateral pressure profile is extremely difficult to access experimentally,
when one realizes the tiny spatial scale of membrane and the necessity to maintain
the membrane structure. So far, the only experiments [165, 344] trying to quantita-
tively gauge the lateral pressure profile in lipid membrane used pyrene moieties as
probe to sense the local pressure change. By inserting di-pyrenyl PCs with different
tail lengths into the target membrane, fluorescence signals can be detected. But
even so, only the relative pressure changes in the chain region can be obtained, and
the accuracy of the experimental data is disputed [82].
To calculate Π(z) for a simulated bilayer system, pressure tensors (or stress






where Pxx(z), Pyy(z) and Pzz(z) are the three diagonal elements of the pressure
tensor. In practice, the simulation box is first discretized into thin slabs parallel to
the xy plane. For a typical bilayer system with homogenity along the xy plane, the
tangential pressures are expected to converge to identical values, that is, Pxx(z) =
Pyy(z), hence only either of the two is strictly needed for the calculation. However,
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both of them are usually calculated and the average of the two was used, thus
improving the calculation precision. The normal component Pzz(z) was assumed
constant and equal to the external pressure at all slabs. This is a fundamental
requirement by the mechanical equilibrium [359].
Here it should be noted that the microscopic pressure tensor is not uniquely
defined. Tracing back to the very origin, the pressure tensor P is defined by the
infinitesimal force dF acting across an infinitesimal surface dA which is located at
r:
dF (r) = −dA · P (r) (2.2)
When it comes to a non-local force between two particles, how the force is reduced to
a local dF (r) is ambiguous, and depending on the arbitrary choice of an integration
contour. Two definitions, one due to Irving and Kirkwood (I-K) [152] and other
due to Harasima [135], are the most popular. The I-K contour is defined as the
straight line connecting the particle pair, while the Harasima contour depends on
the choice of coordinate system and in turn depends on the symmetry of the system.
Considering the planar surface with Cartesian coordinates, the Harasima contour
is the route along and normal to the surface dA (see Figure 2.5). Thus, for a
Figure 2.5: Integration contour Cij for pressure tensor defined by Irving-Kirkwood
method (left) and Harasima method (right) [131].
given dA only those pairs of particles for which their connecting line passes through
dA contribute to the local force in the I-K method, while the Harasima method
includes all interactions between particles in a neighbourhood volume of dA and
those particles on the other side of dA. Mathematically, it could be proved that
the normal component of pressure tensor from the two methods are equivalent,
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P IKzz (z) = P
H
zz(z), but the tangential ones are not [131]. Here comes the ambiguity
of Π(z) calculated by different methods. However, the integral of the tangential
components ends up with identical values, implying that both methods yield the
same results of quantities not depending on local profiles of Π(z), for example, the
surface tension of the bilayer.
Dipole potential
The dipole potential, Ψd, is the intramembrane electrostatic potential originating
from the dipolar components of the lipids, as well as the water dipoles at the
membrane-water interface region [70, 368]. It is distinctive from another two mem-
brane electrical potentials also frequently discussed. One is the surface potential (Ψs
in Figure 2.6), due to the accumulation of charges in adsorbed ions at the interface,
or charged head groups of phospholipids (such as phosphatidylserine lipids, PL).
The magnitude of Ψs in biological membranes is typically tens of millivolts, and it
decays away from the membrane surface exponentially in about 1 nm. The other
is the transmembrane potential (∆Ψ in Figure 2.6) led by the ion concentration
difference at the two sides of the membrane, which is resulted from the selective
transport of ions by membrane proteins. In biological systems, ∆Ψ is usually on
the order of tens of millivolts as well, and is famous for the regulation of voltage-
gated membrane channels. Different from Ψs, the dipole potential Ψd arises from the
dipolar alignment (or the partial charge redistribution) on the lipid molecules, which
means that even for a membrane consisted of overall neutral lipids like PC and PE,
Ψd still exists, and the dipolar alignment depends on the lipid residue structures such
as the unsaturation level of hydrocarbon chains, nature of the headgroup, and the
linkage in between [272, 333]. Water, as a dipolar molecule, have also been thought
to strongly influence Ψd [117, 368]. Sometimes, the term “electrostatic potential”
is used to describe Ψd, especially when Ψs does not exist for a non-charged lipid
membrane, or to describe the overall intrinsic transmembrane potential when the
two are not differentiated.
The dipole potential of lipid membranes was first discovered in the study of the
carrier mechanism of ion transport [192]. It was found that the fat-soluble ions could
diffuse directly across lipid membranes and if comparing two structurally similar
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ions (corresponding to the similar diffusion coefficients), the electrical conductivity
of membrane with anions (TPB−, tetraphenylborate) added in the aqueous phase is
105 times higher than with cations (TPP+, tetraphenylphosphonium) at the same
concentration. This highly significant difference was attributed to the different
partition coefficient between the membrane and water phases for opposite charged
ions, thus it was hypothesized that the inner membrane must be positively charged,
that is, a positive potential difference exists between the membrane interior and the
surface region.
Figure 2.6: Membrane-related electrostatic potentials [368]. Ψd, ΨS, ∆Ψ and ε denote
the dipole potential, surface potential, transmembrane potential and the dielectric
constant in the medium.
This hypothesis was further clarified and proved in the following decades of
studies [40, 108, 141], and the functional role of the dipole potential has been
drawing membrane researcher’s attentions. The magnitude of Ψd has been estimated
in the order of hundreds of mV [168, 368]. Noticing that Ψd drops over a ∼4-nm
thick membrane, an enormous electric field in the range of 107 − 109 V/m will be
generated. Such a large force may drastically influence many biological processes in
membrane, like the modulation of the protein function [202, 303, 334], the insertion
and folding of some amphiphilic peptides [69], the partition and translocation of
macromolecules [7], and membrane fusion [68]. However, similar to the lateral
pressure profile, the dipole potential is also hardly accessible experimentally. Some
methods have been developed to estimate the bilayer membrane dipole potential, but
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are not satisfying. The planar lipid bilayer method [108, 310] indirectly measures
the membrane conductance in the presence of hydrophobic ions, but errors are
brought out because the hydrophobic ions are always too large to be strictly taken
as an ideal detecting charge. Another one is the lipid monolayer method [40, 186],
which lets lipids spread on an air-water interface to form a lipid monolayer and
then measures the potentials by electrodes. Unfortunately, this method also has
inevitable drawbacks. Even provided we can accept the monolayer to be equivalent
to half a bilayer, the air-water surface potential is introduced in the measurement,
the magnitude of which is not known.
2.2 The molecular dynamics simulation technol-
ogy
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computational simulation technique to study the
equilibrium and transport properties of many-body systems, by solving the time-
evolving motions of the interacting particles in the system following the laws of
classical mechanics. As a statistical mechanics method, MD simulation connects
the microscopic states (momentum, potential energy) and the macroscopic physical
quantities (temperature, pressure, etc.).
For a molecular system with N particles, its Hamiltonian (i.e. the total energy)






+ U(r1, . . . , rN), (2.3)
where {pi|i = 1, . . . , N} and {ri|i = 1, . . . , N} are the momentum and coordinates,
mi the mass of the ith atom (i = 1, . . . , N). From this, a trajectory of the system
varying with time is generated by integrating Newton’s law of motion in time steps
∆t. Several numerical integrating algorithms are available to solve the equations of
motion in an energy-conservative and time-reversible manner [107, 292, 363]. For
instance, the leap-frog algorithm among many others updates the trajectory using
coordinates r at each temp step and velocities v halfway in between time steps,
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given the acceleration a from forces:






∆t) = v(t− 1
2
∆t) + ∆t · a(t), (2.5)
Current widely-used integrating algorithms including leap-frog, velocity-Verlet, etc.,
are mostly equivalent for typical molecular dynamics simulations in terms of com-
putational requirements, as the integration part is usually trivial compared to the
force calculations.
Once an MD simulation is set up, many thermodynamic properties can be
calculated. In a canonical ensemble, where the atom number N , system volume
V , and temperature T are fixed, each state (p, r) is weighted by the Boltzmann
factor:




where β = 1/kBT and kB is the Boltzmann constant; then the equilibrium average of
some quantityG is expressed in terms of phase-space integrals involving the potential
function U(r1, . . . , rN):
⟨G⟩ =
∫
G(r1, . . . rN) e
−βU(r1,...rN ) dr1 · · · rN∫
e−βU(r1,...rN ) dr1 · · · rN
. (2.7)
In MD simulation, based on the ergodic hypothesis, the average ⟨G⟩ can be calculated





G(r1, . . . rN) (2.8)
Assuming the sampling for a quantity is sufficient, this form of averaging from the
dynamics of a single system will be identical with the one shown in equation 2.7
over an ensemble of independent systems. This is the fundamental hypothesis for
the molecular dynamics simulation, and its adequacy has been proved by countless
antecedent simulation results.
In the following sub-sections, fundamental aspects on how the dynamics of the
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simulated system is integrated, including the general interaction potentials, com-
putational conventions and measurement of thermodynamics properties, are intro-
duced [27, 292, 347, 355].
2.2.1 Interaction potentials
To simulate any system, it is necessary to describe the interactions between the
constituent particles. With no quantum effects taken into consideration, atoms in
MD simulations are usually represented as point masses interacting through forces
that are defined by a set of potentials accounting for different types of interactions.
The set of potential functions and corresponding parameters is called the force field.
In molecular systems, the force field comprises potential energy terms describing
nonbonded interactions between any pair of atoms, like van der Waals and elec-
trostatics forces, and intramolecular covalent interactions such as bond, angle and
dihedral terms.











where r is the distance between the pair, with the parameter ε governing the strength
of the interaction and σ defining a length scale (Figure 2.7). The Lennard-Jones
potential provides the two principal features of the general nonbonded interaction:
the resistance to compression at close range, and on the other hand the attraction
over a range of separations.
In atomic level modelling, the electrostatic interaction is typically described by
empirical partial charges distributed on atoms, thus the potential energy UC(r) is





with ϵ0 the dielectric constant in free space.
Regarding the intramolecular bonded interactions, the bonding stretches and
angles, and the improper angles are usually described as harmonic oscillators, while
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Figure 2.7: The Lennard-Jones potential: ε and σ define the model. ε0 and σ0 are
the reference values, based on which the change in ε and σ leads to the change in
the potential.

















kξ (ξ − ξ0)2 +
∑
dihedrals
kϕ [1 + cos (nϕ− ϕ0)] (2.11)
where kb, kθ, kξ and kϕ are the force constant for bonds, angles, impropers and
dihedrals; n is the dihedral multiplicity; l0, θ0, ξo, ϕ0 are the corresponding reference
values.
Based on these most fundamental potential forms, various types of force fields
are practically derived. More complex potential functions may be extended in
occasional cases, for instance, when the orientation of particles need to be considered.
Moreover, given these universal interaction forms, the precise parameters varies in
different models aiming for different systems and calibrated to different objectives.
Meanwhile, for computational cost reasons, a subset of models in less confined
mesoscopic scales are developed. United-atom (UA, hydrogens grouped with heavy
atoms) and coarse-grained (CG, atoms grouped as macroparticles) can reach longer
time and length scales with the drawbacks of losing some details. A brief review
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on different force-fields is presented in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
2.2.2 Long-range nonbonded interactions
Lennard-Jones interactions
In practice, the theoretically infinite Lennard-Jones interaction is usually calculated
only within a given distance, to keep the computation to a reasonable level. Since
the potential energy between a pair of particles decays rapidly with increasing
interparticle distance, proper truncation of the long-range potential is acceptable
without bringing gross errors. To apply a cut-off radius rc, beyond which the
potential will be disregarded, is straightforward but problematic. The potential
at rc becomes discontinuous, hence the force is no longer conservative and artefacts
are generated during the simulation. To tackle this problem, “switching functions”
are often used in practical algorithms, which switches the force off smoothly at a
vicinity of rc.
Coulomb interactions
From Equation 2.10, we know the electrostatic interaction decays as r−1, which is
slow that the long-range interaction cannot be simply omitted. Also, commonly
in biomolecular systems, particles carry charges or polarization happens, in which
cases the Coulomb forces are not negligible even beyond relatively long distance.
Numerical Ewald summation methods [187] are commonly used to solve the long-
range electrostatic interaction. In practical computations, the particle charges are
mapped to a 3-d mesh to calculate the potential and then interpolate the electric field
back to the particles. By applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the computational
cost can be reduced to the scale of N log(N).
More specifically, Coulomb interactions between a charged particle and all other
particles in the simulation box, as well as all their periodic images infinitely, are
considered in the Ewald sum method. The series of the summation of all these in-
teractions is converging slowly (in r−1 according to Equation 2.10). A mathematical
solution is to impose two Gaussian charge distributions on each point charge with
equal magnitudes and of opposite signs, and then compute them separately in the
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real space and reciprocal space. In this way, the calculation is converging much
more rapidly, but still computationally expensive, especially the one in reciprocal
space which is normally in the scale of N2 [268]. Further employment of FFT on the
basis of the classic Ewald summations can speed-up the computation to the order
of N log(N). In order to perform FFT, each of the charges in the system needs to
be redistributed onto mesh points, and this treatment is called the particle-mesh
method [142]. A compromise is needed here that only closely surrounding points are
used while energies and forces further away will be interpolated, so as to reproduce
the effect the original charge as much as possible and to obtain a great acceleration.
Variants of the particle-mesh method are further developed, including the orig-
inal particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) method developed by Hockney and
Eastwood [142]. In the PPPM method, particles close to each other are summed
together and charges are assigned on mesh points with approximations that mainly
depend on the order of the assignment (i.e. how many mesh points the charge
of one particle is distributed onto). Also, a mesh-based electrostatic potential is
reconstructed with a so-called “influence function” to minimize the difference with
the original continuum potential. Another popular algorithm is the particle-mesh-
Ewald (PME) method [73], which sticks to the continuum Coulomb Green function
(the Fourier transformed Coulomb potential in reciprocal space), without mesh-
based adjustment for the discrete FFT. Combined is the Lagrange interpolation
for the charge assignment. The seemingly simple scheme of PME method cancels
certain discretization errors [85]. Both PPPM and PME are inevitably less accurate
in theory than the classic Ewald sum, but already satisfy the typical needs in a
simulation; they are implemented in different MD packages and are adopted as an
integral element of different force fields [1, 30, 307].
2.2.3 Periodic boundary conditions
Molecular dynamics simulation systems contain a relatively small amount of par-
ticles, compared with Avogadro’s number which represents the real-life scale. In
such microscopic systems, from which what we are interested in is the typical state
of interior atoms, the boundary effect will introduce severe artefacts if a system
is simply taken as particles placed in a closed container. Therefore, the periodic
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boundary condition is always applied to not only bound the system but also get
rid of the effects of physical walls. The initial system is replicated infinitely to
surround itself, which means whenever a atom moving out through a boundary face,
it re-enters the system immediately through the opposite face. But in this way,
another problem will come out: all the infinite images of any given particle would be
considered in the interaction calculations, including the interactions between their
images and themselves. To avoid this, the minimum image convention is normally
adopted: each atom of the main simulation cell interacts only with the nearest image
of any other particle.
2.2.4 Thermostats and barostats
In most applications, the simulation is meaningful at constant temperature, thus a
canonical NVT ensemble should be generated; when constant pressure is desired,
the NpT condition is needed. A series of methods are available to control the
temperature and pressure of the system (i.e. a thermostat and barostat):
The temperature of a molecular system is related to the kinetic energy (which
will be detailed in Section 2.2.5). Langevin thermostat [313] belongs to the family
of stochastic methods. The basic idea is to apply a frictional force and a stochastic
force to the momenta to control the temperature. It can be proved mathematically
that the distribution function of the momenta under the Langevin thermostat is
still a normal distribution, therefore a canonical ensemble is kept. However, the
dynamics of the system is disturbed since the random force causes an extra diffusion
term on the momenta. The velocity-rescale thermostat [46] also produces a
stochastic dynamic, by reassigning the velocity from an appropriate Maxwellian
distribution. The reassignment process is on randomly-selected molecules at pre-set
time intervals. A rigorous canonical ensemble is also generated. The Nosé-Hoover
thermostat [145] introduce an additional degree of freedom as a thermal reservoir.
A fictitious “mass of the reservoir part is also introduced to construct the overall
equations of motion of the extended system. The “mass controls the energy flow
between the real system and the reservoir, and thus determines the temperature
fluctuations. The Berendsen thermostat [31] is a weak-coupling method. The
way to maintain the temperature is to couple the system to an external heat bath
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that is fixed at a constant temperature. The bath supplies or extracts thermal
energy from the system as appropriate at certain time steps, and velocities of the
particles in the simulated system are rescaled. The change rate of the temperature
is proportional to the difference between the system and the heat bath, and a time
constant controls how strong the coupling is. In this way, the system temperature
decays smoothly towards the target temperature, but the disadvantage is that the
canonical ensemble is not kept and temperature fluctuations are not realistic.
Since the pressure is related to the virial (which usually changes more quickly
than the internal energy), a greater fluctuation is often expected for pressure. A
simulation maintains its pressure by changing the volume. Similar spirits of the
thermostat methods described above can be applied for pressure control. With the
Berendsen barostat [31], the system is coupled to a pressure bath, analogous to a
heat bath. The rate of change of pressure is controlled by a coupling constant, and
the system volume and coordinates are scaled so that the system pressure decays
towards the desired value. The Parrinello-Rahman barostat [263] treats each
pressure tensor independently as an additional degree of freedom in the extend
system scheme. Here, the additional degrees of freedom can be considered as pistons
acting on the system, where the mass of the piston determines oscillations of the
volume change. The equation of motions is in a similar form as the Nosé-Hoover
thermostat, but with the variable being the system volume and slightly more complex
due to non-orthogonality in the three dimensions.
Generally, stochastic methods (including the Langevin thermostat and velocity-
rescale thermostat) and extended system methods (the Nosé-Hoover thermostat/baro-
stat and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat) generate a canonical ensemble while the
weak-coupling methods not, but stochastic methods disturb the dynamics and ex-
tended system methods oscillates. Practical focuses in the simulation need to be
considered for the choice of thermostat and barostat, such as what are the properties
interested in and whether the simulation is in non-equilibrium conditions or not.
2.2.5 Thermodynamic measurements
After a system begins to evolve following the force field potentials and other specific
constraints, thermodynamic properties can be calculated from the trajectories of the
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particles in the system. Measurements in MD simulations are averaged over time,
typically after an initial equilibration stage. The calculation for the very fundamental
quantities are introduced below.
Energies The total energy of a system is the sum of the potential energy and
kinetic energy. The total potential energy is simply obtained as the potential energies








where mi, vi are the mass and velocity of the i-th particle. Here, particles are only
considered as point masses, which is the case for ordinary atomistic simulations.
Temperature Given the kinetic energy, the instantaneous temperature T can be




where kB is the Boltzmann constant and DOF s means the total number of the
degrees of freedom in the system (3N −Nconstrains for the point mass system).
Pressure The pressure P can be defined from the virial expansion
PV = nkBT +W (2.14)









therefore the instantaneous pressure is









with ρ the system density.
2.2.6 Parallel tempering technique for protein folding free
energy
With a standard MD simulation, efficient sampling of the conformational space of
many important biological processes (such as protein folding, self-assembly of lipids)
remains a great challenge [150], because the system tends to stay trapped in one
specific local minimum-energy state at low temperatures. To overcome such energy-
minima problem, sampling-enhanced simulations have been designed so that random
walks in the energy space may be realized. The parallel tempering method (also
called replica exchange method, or replica Monte Carlo method) is one successful
example among many proposed techniques [33, 98, 338].
Generally, the idea of parallel tempering is to simulate a series of replicas of the
studied system in parallel, in the canonical ensemble at a range of temperatures, and
then during the simulation neighbouring replicas are swapped based on a balancing
acceptance criterion. In such a process, those high temperature replicas more easily
cross energy barriers thus visit the phase space more exhaustively, while those low
temperature replicas stay in a local region of the phase space. By allowing the
systems to exchange configurations at different temperatures, the system at a lower
temperature (which is usually the one of interest) is enabled to reach a broader con-
figuration space. The origin of parallel tempering could be traced back to 1986, when
Swendsen and Wang [369] introduced a replica Monte Carlo method to partially
exchange configuration informations between replicas of a system. Then Sugita and
Okamoto developed the parallel tempering formulation for a MD simulation [338],
and following that, the parallel tempering technique has been widely applied to study
free energy landscape problems, especially in the topic of protein folding [98, 312].
The folding free energy contour map for a series of proteins were determined using
parallel tempering, and folding mechanisms and intermediate state structures were
also revealed [113, 384, 386]. In addition, parallel tempering has been applied to
facilitate NMR structure refinement [63].
Technically, for a generalized ensemble for parallel tempering which consists of
M replicas at different temperatures Tm (m = 1, . . . ,M), the meta state X of this
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ensemble is a collection of all M states xj = (p, r) (j = 1, . . . ,M). Since the replicas
are non-interacting to each other, the weight factor for the state X is given by the
product of Boltzmann factors for each replica based on Equation 2.6:




At certain steps of the simulation, swap between a pair of replicas is attempted,
and in order to maintain the equilibrium canonical distribution functions, a balance
condition on the transition probability Π(X → X ′) is imposed:
ρPT (X)Π(X → X
′
) = ρPT (X
′
)Π(X
′ → X), (2.18)
i.e.,
Π(X → X ′)








where k and l are the two replicas that we are attempting to swap. Here comes the
Metropolis criterion to satisfy the balance condition of the swapping:
Π(X → X ′) =
1 for ∆ ≤ 0,e−∆ for ∆ ≤ 0, (2.20)
where ∆ = (βk − βl)(U(rl)−U(rk)). Whether the swap between replicas k and l is
accepted is determined based on the probability. The Hamiltonian H(p, r) reduces
to U(r) in both Monte Carlo simulations (which is natural), and MD simulations
(where velocities are rescaled in a swap). Suppose now the pair of replicas is swapped:
X = (. . . , xkk, . . . , x
l
l, . . .) → X
′
= (. . . , xlk, . . . , x
k
l , . . .), (2.21)
where the superscript and subscript label the replica and the temperature, respec-
tively. Written in more details,
xkk = (p











This is equivalent mathematically to exchange the two corresponding temperatures
of replica k and l:
xkk = (p










The equivalence is important in practice because swapping only the temperature is
much more cost-saving in communication than swapping the two full set of coordi-
nates and momenta.
2.3 Force fields for simulating the biomembrane
system
The development of a realistic membrane model (i.e. the force field) is challenging,
considering the complex structure and dynamics of the biomembrane system. All-
atom models that explicitly treat each atom in a molecular system have been
employed for simulating biological macromolecules for decades [99, 163], now facili-
tating the study of many biophysical phenomena in the nanosecond to microsecond
temporal scale with considerable accuracy. This is achieved based on the fast com-
puter power growth and algorithmic improvement, but coarse-grained models have
also gained popularity by neglecting some atomistic details in order to allow for a
significant increase in both temporal and spatial scales [198, 218, 251]. Early coarse-
grained models were developed to simplify protein folding simulations [235, 371],
where protein side chains were replaced by spheres or a 2-dimensional square lattice
to reduce degrees of freedom while the main features in the system are selectively
retained. In the past decades, needs of coarse-graining in various scenarios have been
exploited such as to reduce the dimensionality of the free-energy landscape [302], to
renormalize long-timescale processes [183, 378], etc. In between the full atomistic
and the coarse-grained level, united-atom approaches are also widely used especially
for lipid simulations: non-polar hydrocarbon groups are reduced to single particle
which could speed-up the simulation by abandoning the relatively large number of
aliphatic hydrogens in all-atom systems. Here, we present a brief literature review
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for atom-level (all-atom or united-atom) lipid force fields and coarse-grained water
force fields, which are within the focused scope of this thesis.
2.3.1 A brief review on atom-level lipid force fields
The first MD simulation of a lipid bilayer with an explicit solvent can be traced back
to 1988, in a study on a sodiumdecanoate/decanol/water system [99]. Lipid chain or-
der parameters and diffusion constants were calculated with full atomic detail. Since
that, a tremendous number of lipid force fields has been developed. Among them,
the GROMOS families [60, 315], CHARMM [171, 200], and AMBER/GAFF [55,
156] have become the most popular ones. In these lipid models, the treatment
of the potential energy function (which is the core of any force field to describe
the simulated system) are majorly common based on the fundamental nonbonded
Lennard-Jones potential (Equation 2.9) and a collection of intramolecular potentials
(Equation 2.11) to describe bonds, angles, distortions, etc., while they differ in
other aspects including the parameterization, treatment of solvation, etc. Below we
summarize the basics of several representative atom-level lipid force fields in some
details.
GROMOS lipid force field The original GROMOS (Groningen Molecular Sim-
ulation) force field is not fully atomistic, where united-atom representations are
used for non-polar hydrocarbon groups in lipid tails. Further modifications, such as
optimizations of non-bonded and torsion interactions, have been applied to improve
the performance [237]. The parameterization of early GROMOS force fields is ap-
plied on solvation free energies for alkanes, to obtain parameters for aliphatic carbon
atoms. In the latest version of GROMOS, the GROMOS53A5 and GROMOS53A6
force fields, an extended set of polar groups were targeted for parameterization [48].
Validation studies [198, 276] have shown that the GROMOS53A6 parameter set
improves the fluidity of DPPC lipid, and structural properties including lipid volume,
ordering and conformation of acyl chains are in good agreement with experiments.
However, to our knowledge, the GROMOS model has not been tested for the PE
lipid family, and most studies employing GROMOS in the literature are limited to
PC lipids.
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AMBER/GAFF lipid force field The AMBER lipid forcefield series is adhered
to the AMBER MD software package and is built up on a modular basis [308]. The
General Amber Force Field (GAFF) allows different lipid types are flexibly assembled
from head and tail groups, and interaction parameters are simply generated from the
GAFF parameter sets. Early versions of the AMBER force field are less frequently
used for investigation into lipid membranes. The average area per lipid was found
to be underestimated by AMBER94 and GAFF compared to the experimental value
for DMPC and DOPC lipids [196, 225]. The GAFF force field seems not able to
satisfyingly reproduce bilayer structures without further optimization.
In the most recent AMBER Lipid14 forcefield [88], the Lennard-Jones interaction
and torsion interactions in aliphatic tails were further parameterized to correct the
defect in the previous version Lipid11 forcefield that a external surface tension is
required. Validations were performed on five PC lipids and also the POPE lipid.
Compared with experimental values, basic structural properties including lipid area
and volume, order parameters, as well as the lipid lateral diffusion were in good
agreement for PC lipids in tension-free simulations, but results for POPE indicated
somehow artificial chain order and other properties showed to be less accurate to
different extents.
CHARMM lipid force field The CHARMM (Chemistry at Harvard Molecular
Mechanics) force field may be the dominant all-atom lipid force field. It includes
a wide variety of phospholipids and also other types of lipids [158]. The original
CHARMM force field (CHARMM22) was published in 1996 [16], with a slightly
more complicated parameterization for intramolecular potentials compared with
GROMOS and AMBER force fields: the Urey-Bradley term is included in covalent
angles, and more variations of dihedral angles are parameterized individually for
different lipid types. In the following CHARMM27, descriptions of lipid bilayers
were further improved on the basis of quantum-chemical calculations [110]. How-
ever, it was found the CHARMM27 model underestimated fundamental parameters
including the lipid area in constant pressure simulations, with an over-emphasize of
the trans-conformer in alkane chains.
In the most updated CHARMM36 lipid force field, the parametrization process
targeted both quantum mechanical and experimental data [172], in order to correct
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the two main flaws in the predecessor CHARMM27/27r version in reproducing
surface tension and experimental deuterium order parameters [13, 332]. Several PC
and PE lipids with varying chain length and saturation levels were test for validation.
Surfaces areas, hydration levels, and order parameters with the NPT ensemble were
shown to be improved by the reparameterization. It is also worth noting that the
dipole electrostatic potential also showed improvements over previous parameter
set, which may be mainly related to the partial atom charge modifications. This
is crucial for the membrane simulation in this project, as the dipole potential is a
particularly focused property among others. We employed the CHARMM36 lipid
force field in all lipid bilayer simulations presented in this thesis.
2.3.2 A brief review on coarse-grained water force fields
Though computational power has exponentially grown in recent years, brute-force
atomistic simulation can still not be the solution for all cases. Coarse-grained models
were developed with the idea of simplification to accelerate but not necessarily
sacrificing the desired information generated from the simulation. Water is perhaps
the most popular coarse-graining target because it is the most prevalent solvent in
biological environments as well as in many other applications. An ideally reduced
description of a biomolecular system might be reached that the solvent characteristics
are simplified to save computational cost whereas the mainly focused physics is
captured. However, the presence of water is crucial to the solutes in the system
as they are closely interacted. Thus, a balance between accuracy and efficiency
becomes necessarily important to a CG water model. A CG water model maps
one or more water molecules from the atomistic scale to the CG scale. Below we
briefly summarize the basics of representative coarse-grained water force fields, and
introduce the details of the ELBA water force field which will be one of the main
topics of the project presented.
MARTINI water force field The MARTINI model [207] maps 4 water molecules
into 1 CG bead, where CG beads interact through a 12-6 Lennard-Jones interaction.
A trial-and-error procedure was used for parametrization to reproduce the exper-
imental density of bulk water and other properties. MARTINI water reasonably
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reproduces fundamental thermodynamic properties such as the diffusion, but possi-
bly due to the lack of explicit electrostatic interactions, it has poor representation of
properties such as interfacial tension, compressibility, and the phase behaviour [379].
Attempts have been made to develop a polarized-MARTINI model [382], where two
additional charged sites are added, with fixed distance set between the charged
sites and the original one. This model has shown improved melting temperature
representation and transportation properties [297].
BMW water force field The BMW (big multipole water) model [379] performs
a 4-to-3 mapping, which is using three sites to represent four water molecules. In
the BMW model, the two outer sites only interact through Coulombic forces while
the center bead through both Coulombic and van der Waals forces. The geometry
and charges of BMW were optimized against dipole and quadrupole moments of a
four-water cluster. Similar to MARTINI, a relative dielectric screening is required
for BMW to fit to experimental density, air-water interfacial tension, etc. In a DPPC
bilayer simulation combined with BMW, a correct dipole potential were obtained,
but cautions were also given for its usage outside 300K where the parameters were
optimized [25].
WT4 water force field The WT4 model [75] (11-to-4 mapping) was an attempt
to further extend the degree of coarse-graining of water, while still incorporating
the electrostatics and polarisability. Mass of the WT4 bead was fitted to the
experimental density, and a partial charge was assigned to each bead to reproduce
the dielectric permittivity. Every four WT4 beads are tetrahedrally bonded, and
the bonds are relatively flexible to suit for the polarizability. The WT4 model has
been shown a good solvation feature especially for the DNA structure compared
with atomistic models [299].
ELBA water force field The ELBA water model was developed by Orsi et
al. [242, 249], where one water molecule is mapped onto one Lennard-Jones sphere
with an additional point dipole embedded. Interactions in ELBA water follow a
shifted-force parametrization derived from the classic Stockmayer polar model (i.e.
the general “Lennard-Jones plus point dipole” model) [372]. The Lennard-Jones
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part follows a shifted-force scheme proposed by Stoddard and Ford [336] and the
electrostatic part is modified from the classic electrostatic model [9, 283], so that
both the potential energy and its derivative (the force) vanish to zero smoothly at
the cut-off. In this way, system energy conservation is improved and the cut-off
related artifact for dipolar particles is removed.
The ELBA model was parametrized against density and self-diffusion constant
of bulk water. Other fundamental water properties were also accurately reproduced,
including the heat of vaporisation, surface tension, and the liquid-vapour interface
structure [243]. However, one significant issue was observed for the radial distri-
bution function, which showed qualitative and quantitative differences compared to
experimental and atomistic data. In terms of computational efficiency, the speed-up
of ELBA compared to traditional all-atom models such as TIP3P and TIP4P reaches
one or two orders of magnitude.
ELBA is one of the main focuses of the presented project. Quantitative descrip-
tions and the rationales of the ELBA potential are as below:
U = ULJ + Udip, (2.24)





























































(µi · r)(µj · r)
]
. (2.26)
In Equation 2.25, σ and ϵ have the standard meaning in Lennard-Jones potential [9,
292], r is the inter-particle distance, and rc is the cut-off radius. In Equation 2.26,
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, µi and µj are the point dipole vectors of the inter-
acting pair, r and r are the distance vector and its magnitude, respectively. From
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from which we can see fLJ is vanishing at rc (i.e. shifted to zero). Then, from
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where it also can be proved that fDip is shift to zero at rc, and the pair torque to
be identical to each other.
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Chapter 3
Effects of Lamellar and
Nonlamellar Lipid Composition on
Bilayer Membranes
Biological bilayer membranes typically contain varying amounts of lamellar and
nonlamellar lipids. Lamellar lipids, such as dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), are
defined by their tendency to form the lamellar phase, ubiquitous in biology. Non-
lamellar lipids, such as dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE), prefer instead
to form nonlamellar phases, which are mostly nonbiological. However, nonlamel-
lar lipids mix with lamellar lipids in biomembrane structures that remain overall
lamellar. Importantly, changes in the lamellar vs. nonlamellar lipid composition are
believed to affect membrane function and modulate membrane proteins. In the pre-
sented work, we employ atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to quantify how
a range of bilayer properties are altered by variations in the lamellar vs. nonlamellar
lipid composition. Specifically, we simulate five DOPC/DOPE bilayers at mixing
ratios of 1/0, 3/1, 1/1, 1/3, 0/1. We examine properties including lipid area and
bilayer thickness, as well as the transmembrane profiles of electron density, lateral
pressure, electric field, and dipole potential. While the bilayer structure is only
marginally altered by lipid composition changes, dramatic effects are observed for
the lateral pressure, electric field and dipole potential profiles. Possible implications
for membrane function are discussed.
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3.1 Introduction
The lipid bilayer plays many key structural and functional roles within biological
membranes [227]. For example, it envelops cells, compartmentalizes the intracellular
space, and acts as a selective barrier to permeation. The lipid bilayer also supports,
and interacts with, numerous proteins. A detailed understanding of the properties of
lipid bilayers is therefore central to biology, and is also relevant to many applications
in the medical and pharmaceutical fields, ranging from biosensors [56, 306] to drug
design and delivery [213, 246, 281]. Unfortunately, the current knowledge on lipid
membranes is limited, especially with respect to molecular-level properties and
phenomena. Membrane properties can exhibit significant variations as a function
of depth inside the bilayer, yet measuring experimentally such variations can be
extremely difficult, because of the membrane’s very small thickness (∼5 nm) com-
pounded by high heterogeneity, disorder, and fluidity. A different, complementary
approach to experimental investigation is represented by molecular dynamics (MD)
computer simulation. In particular, MD has proven to be a powerful tool to study
many aspects of biological membranes at the nanoscale [169, 198, 245, 258, 273].
In this chapter, we apply atomistic MD simulations to investigate a fundamen-
tal yet elusive area of membrane research, that is, the effect of lipid composition
changes on membrane physical properties. More specifically, we focus on the effect
of changes in the content of lamellar vs. nonlamellar lipids. It is well known
that biological membranes are composed of a wide variety of lipid species, whose
relative amounts are dynamically regulated [227]. The most prevalent lipid type
observed in biological membranes is represented by glycerophospholipids, which can
be further categorized into the lamellar or nonlamellar subtypes according to their
inherent phase behavior. Dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) and dioleoylphos-
phatidylethanolamine (DOPE) are two typical representatives of the lamellar and
nonlamellar lipid families, respectively. Between DOPC and DOPE, there is a small
yet crucial structural difference in the head groups, as illustrated in Figure 3.1a.
Specifically, PC lipids comprise a choline group, characterized by three terminal
methyl (CH3) groups, whereas PE lipids comprise a smaller amine group (where
hydrogen atoms replace the choline methyl groups of PC). Importantly, DOPC and
DOPE exhibit substantially different phase behaviors. DOPC lipids preferentially
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Illustation of DOPC, DOPE and the mixed bilayer of them. (a)
Molecular structures of DOPC (above) and DOPE (below). Colors highlight
hydrocarbon tails (cyan), glycerol–ester groups (grey), phosphate groups (red),
choline (green) and ethanolamine (orange). (b) A representative snapshot from
our simulation of the mixed DOPC/DOPE (1/1 ratio) bilayer system (created using
VMD [149]). Water molecules are depicted using a line representation, with oxygen
and hydrogen colored red and white, respectively. Lipid molecules are represented
using solid spheres, with molecular groups colored consistently with panel (a).
self-assemble into the lamellar phase, which is the predominant phase observed in
real biological membrane. By comparison, if DOPE lipids are dispersed in water
at biological conditions, a nonlamellar (inverse hexagonal) phase will be formed,
in which water aggregates in columns lined by the lipid headgroups [116]. Despite
such intrinsic tendency towards a phase that is mostly nonbiological, DOPE and
other nonlamellar lipids are widespread in real biomembranes, where they mix with
lamellar lipids to form phases which, importantly, are overall lamellar. It may then
be asked what is the role of nonlamellar lipids in vivo, and whether their frustrated
desire to transition from lamellar to nonlamellar phases has any effects. A first
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intuitive explanation is that nonlamellar lipids are involved in membrane processes
that require local nonlamellar structures (e.g., pores) to be formed, such as in cellular
budding, fission or fusion [208, 227]. An additional hypothesis, less intuitive but
potentially of great importance, points to the changes that nonlamellar lipids may
induce on some key bilayer properties which will in turn control the behavior of the
membrane and of any inclusions such as proteins [132, 208, 227, 353]. A significant
and growing number of experimental studies have indeed provided evidence on how
variations in the lamellar vs. nonlamellar membrane lipid composition can control
biological functions, such as protein folding [71], lipid biosynthesis [17], protein
channel conductance [212] and gating [353]. However, a quantitative understanding
of the mechanisms involved is hindered by experimental difficulties in accessing the
relevant molecular-scale properties.
Here, we perform atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to quantify relevant
bilayer properties for mixed DOPC/DOPE systems at different relative composi-
tions. In each bilayer studied, both leaflets contain the same amount of DOPC
and DOPE lipids, that is, the lipid distribution is symmetric. It should be noted
that lipid membranes in vivo can exhibit asymmetry of the lipid distribution across
leaflets, and such asymmetry could have significant effects on the membrane’s me-
chanical [205] and electrostatic properties. [129] However, the focus here is exclu-
sively on symmetric bilayers.We first consider basic membrane structural quantities,
including lipid area, lipid volume, membrane thickness and electron density. These
fundamental membrane properties have been previously investigated by experiments
and other simulations, especially for pure DOPC bilayers. However, much fewer data
have been previously reported regarding mixed DOPC/DOPE bilayers; in particular,
to our knowledge, no previous all-atom simulation of mixed DOPC/DOPE bilayers
has been reported. We will then focus on the transmembrane profiles of lateral
pressure, dipole potential, and electric field; these properties are expected to vary
significantly according to the position (depth) inside the membrane, and are hypoth-
esized to play crucial roles in numerous membrane functions (see Section 2.1.4).
Regarding the membrane lateral pressure profile, the key factor that determines
its shape and magnitude is represented by the specific composition of the lipid bi-
layer. Importantly, small changes in the lipid composition can induce large variations
in the pressure profile [52]. Previous simulation studies have focused on the effects
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of including cholesterol [266] or changing unsaturation levels [241]. Regarding the
effect of systematic composition changes within lamellar/nonlamellar lipid mixtures,
previous results have been obtained only from simulation of a simple coarse-grained
model [251]. Perrin et al. [269] have reported the pressure profile for a single
composition (1/1) of a POPG (lamellar) / POPE (nonlamellar) lipid mixture by
employing the atomistic CHARMM36 lipid force field (as in this study). As far as
we are aware, no previous atomistic MD study has been reported on pressure profiles
from a range of compositions of lamellar-nonlamellar mixed bilayers modeled with
atomistic force fields.
Regarding the dipole potential, previous studies have considered the effect of
lipid composition changes on it by focusing on the headgroup type [333], ether or
ester linkage type [322], and double bonds in the chain region [254]. Regarding lamel-
lar/nonlamellar systems, previous investigations include a few experiments [272, 311,
333], a coarse-grained simulation study [251], but no atomistic simulations.
In the remainder of this chapter, we report on a series of all-atom MD simulations
aimed at quantifying the effects of changes in the lamellar vs. nonlamellar lipid
content on membrane physical properties. It will be shown that the bilayer structure
is relatively constant across the different systems, while the lateral pressure, dipole
potential, and electric field profiles exhibit high sensitivity to composition.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Bilayer systems
Five bilayer systems were considered, comprising two pure DOPC and DOPE sys-
tems, and three mixed systems of varying DOPC/DOPE composition ratio. Ta-
ble 3.1 details the composition of each system, and a snapshot from a simulation
of a representative mixed bilayer is shown in Figure 3.1b. All systems were fully
hydrated with 4300 water molecules (water/lipid ratio ∼33.6) [232]. It should be
noted that under the studied conditions the pure DOPE system experimentally
forms a nonlamellar (inverse hexagonal) phase [116]. However, in our simulation the
preassembled bilayer system maintains a lamellar structure, most likely because
of the relatively small system size and the constraints imposed by the periodic
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Table 3.1: Composition of the simulated bilayer systems
System NDOPC NDOPE Nwater Natoms
DOPC 128 0 4300 30564
DOPC/DOPE (3/1) 96 32 4300 30276
DOPC/DOPE (1/1) 64 64 4300 29988
DOPC/DOPE (1/3) 32 96 4300 29700
DOPE 0 128 4300 29412
NDOPC and NDOPE represent the number of DOPC and DOPE molecules,
respectively; Nwater indicates the number of water molecules; Natoms indicates the
total number of atoms.
boundary condition. While the simulated lamellar DOPE bilayer is thus rather
artifactual, it will prove useful for providing a more complete and systematic data
set, and to corroborate any observed composition-dependent trend. In fact, atomistic
simulations of pure lamellar DOPE bilayers have also been used previously [330, 331,
362].
It is nonetheless of interest to investigate whether the CHARMM36 force field
can indeed predict the correct DOPE phase when the constraints of a preassembled
system are removed. To this end, we have conducted a self-assembly test starting
from a random solution of DOPE lipids and water, and we have been able to
observe the formation of an inverse hexagonal phase, in agreement with the known
experimental behavior. Full details of these simulations are reported in the end of
this chapter.
3.2.2 Simulation details
The starting structures of the bilayers were built using Packmol [215]. Regarding
the force field parameters, the CHARMM36 all-atom lipid force field [173] and
the CHARMM TIP3P (TIPS3P) water model [41, 97] were adopted. Molecular
dynamics simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS program (version 11 Nov
2013) [2, 274]. Simulation input files were generated using the charmm2lammps.pl
tool available in the LAMMPS distribution and the psfgen plugin of VMD [149].
The initial structures were energy minimized to remove potentially problematic close
contacts between atoms. Each system was then simulated for a total of 1 µs. The
temperature was controlled at 303 K by applying the Langevin thermostat [313]
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with a collision frequency of 1 ps−1. The barostat by Berendsen et al. [29] was
used to maintain the system pressure at 1 atm, with a damping time of 1 ps and
an isothermal compressibility of 4.6 × 10−5 atm−1. The pressure was controlled
semi-isotropically, that is, the z-component (perpendicular to the bilayer plane) of
the pressure tensor was controlled independently from the other two (coupled) com-
ponents along the x- and y-axes (parallel to the bilayer plane). Periodic boundary
conditions were applied in all 3 dimensions. The SHAKE algorithm was applied, with
a relative tolerance of 10−5, to constrain all the bonds involving hydrogen atoms, as
well as the H–O–H angle in water. The integration timestep was 2 fs. At every step,
the net momentum of the mass center of the entire system was removed to prevent
any drifting [137] Nonbonded Lennard-Jones interactions were cut off beyond 10 Å,
and the standard switching function in CHARMM was applied from 8 to 10 Å [201].
Electrostatic interactions were computed using the PPPM (particle-particle particle-
mesh) method [143], with a relative error tolerance of 10−5, and a real space cutoff of
10 Å. [242] Intramolecular nonbonded interactions were considered according to the
CHARMM convention, that is, interactions between atoms separated by less than
three bonds (so-called 1–2 and 1–3 terms) were skipped, and 1–4 interactions were
weighted according to the atoms types [201].
3.2.3 Data analysis details
Data analysis was performed on the last 800 ns of each simulation, while the first 200
ns were regarded as equilibration. All targeted quantities were collected every 20 ps.
Statistical uncertainties were estimated by the block averaging procedure [109, 292],
with a block size of 20 ns. Error estimation analyses are shown in 3.2 for the
calculated area per lipid of the pure DOPC system, as a representative example.
The error estimation evaluated the variances from a series of blocking averages with
successive block sizes to decide the appropriate block size to average the properties
sampled in the course of our simulations. With the block size getting larger, σ2
increases until a plateau is reached, where the block size is around 20 ns. Thus, we
chose 20 ns as the basic block size to do statistic analysis in this work.
For the transbilayer profiles, symmetrization were performed with respect to the












Figure 3.2: Block-averaged error estimation for the area per lipid calculated for the
pure DOPC system. σ2 stands for the variance calculated between data blocks with
a certain block size.
properties are described in the following sections.
Structural properties
The area per lipid, volume per lipid and bilayer thickness were calculated following
previously reported protocols [252, 273]. The average area per lipid (AL) is defined
as the cross-section area of the whole system along the bilayer surface plane (xy-
plane) divided by the number of lipids in each monolayer (64 in our systems). The
average volume per lipid is defined as (Vbox − Vwater)/NL, where Vbox is the volume
of the whole simulation box, Vwater is the volume occupied by the water molecules,
and NL=128 is the total number of lipids in our systems. The bilayer thickness dHH
is obtained from the peak to peak distance in the electron density profile.
Lateral pressure profile
To calculate the lateral pressure (or stress) distribution across the bilayer, the
simulation box was first discretized into thin slabs parallel to the xy plane. The
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thickness of each slab was set to 1 Å. For a slab centered at depth z, the lateral





where Pxx(z), Pyy(z) and Pzz(z) are the diagonal elements of the pressure tensor.
Owing to the symmetry of the system with respect to the direction normal to the
bilayer, the tangential pressures are expected to converge to identical values, that is,
Pxx(z) = Pyy(z), hence only either of the two is strictly needed for the calculation.
However, in practice, both of them were calculated and the average of the two
was used, thus improving the calculation precision. The normal component Pzz(z)
was assumed constant and equal to the external pressure (Pzz(z) = 1 atm) for all
slabs; this condition, required by mechanical equilibrium [359], is also consistent
with previous work [251, 330]. The contributions to the pressure in each slab from
the various interactions were accumulated following the approach by Harasima [135],
as in previous work [250, 251].
Dipole potential and electric field profiles
The dipole potential profile Ψ(z) was calculated from the charge density distribution
ρ(z) along the direction normal to the bilayer plane. To obtain ρ(z), the systems
were again subdivided into 1 Å thick slabs, and the atomic (partial) charges were
accumulated and averaged in each slab. The relation between Ψ(z) and ρ(z) is






so the dipole potential can be calculated as [242, 250, 322]:







where the constant ε0 is the electrostatic permittivity in vacuum, and z0 is the
reference position where the potential is set to zero, which in our calculations
corresponds to the center of the water region. The electric field E(z) projected
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on the z direction can be obtained as the negative of the spatial derivative of the
dipole potential, i.e., E(z) = − dΨ(z)/dz.
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Structural properties
The calculated area per lipid (AL), volume per lipid (VL) and the bilayer thickness
(dHH) of the simulated systems are shown in Figure 3.3, together with available
literature data from experiments and from simulations of the same all-atom force
field used in this work. Numerical values for AL, VL and dHH from our simulations
are tabulated in 4.1.
Table 3.2: Structural properties of the DOPC/DOPE bilayer systems. Results are




DOPC 69.82 ± 0.14 1289.83 ± 0.62 37.07 ± 0.10
DOPC/DOPE (3/1) 67.63 ± 0.17 1275.17 ± 0.60 37.81 ± 0.15
DOPC/DOPE (1/1) 65.81 ± 0.15 1260.47 ± 0.61 38.40 ± 0.14
DOPC/DOPE (1/3) 64.51 ± 0.18 1245.86 ± 0.81 38.75 ± 0.14
DOPE 63.42 ± 0.17 1231.23 ± 0.60 39.13 ± 0.16
It can be seen from Figure 3.3a that the area per lipid AL decreases with the
presence of increasing amounts of DOPE; this trend is intuitive considering the
smaller size of the DOPE headgroup with respect to DOPC (see also Figure 3.1a).
However, it is important to note that, quantitatively, the effect is rather small. In
fact, the net reduction in AL from comparing the extreme cases of pure DOPC to
pure DOPE is only ∼9%. Figure 3.3a also shows that our results fall within the
range of the various data previously reported in the literature.
Regarding the lipid volume VL, our results again show a decreasing trend in
response to increasing the DOPE content (Figure 3.3b). The actual differences
between the different systems are however very small, with a maximum volume
decrease of ∼5% when comparing the pure DOPC and DOPE systems. Figure 3.3b































































































































































Figure 3.3: Structural properties: area per lipid (a), volume per lipid (b),
bilayer thickness(c). Error bars represent standard deviations. Literature data
are superimposed from experiments (for AL [116, 178, 179, 261, 290, 291],
VL [65, 122, 179, 289] and dHH [124, 178]) and CHARMM36 simulations (for
AL [173, 190, 294, 362], VL [288] and dHH [294, 362, 370]). Note that not all
the literature values were obtained at the same temperature as for this work (303
K), but still in a comparable range (275 K to 318 K) consistent with a fluid phase
for the lipids considered.
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the available literature data, while there is an almost exact match with experiments
for pure DOPE.
The data obtained for the bilayer thickness dHH are displayed in Figure 3.3c. It
can be seen that dHH systematically increases with addition of DOPE. Quantitatively
however, the changes in thickness corresponding to composition changes are very
small, consistently with previous observations for AL and VL. In fact, the difference
between the pure DOPC and DOPE systems is only ∼5%. A comparison with
literature data highlights that all the CHARMM36 simulation results (including
ours) overestimate the experimental measurements for the only two systems for
which dHH has been previously reported, i.e., pure DOPC and DOPE.
To characterize the relation between changes in the structural properties and
corresponding changes in lipid composition, we performed a least squares fitting
analysis of the data from this work reported in Figure 3.3. Table 3.3 reports
linear and quadratic fitting results for the structural properties in relation with the
DOPC/DOPE composition, together with the p values (the probability to reject the
fitted model). In each fitted formula, variable Y stands for the property value, while
the lipid composition is quantified by X, defined as the DOPE fraction normalized
in the range between 0 and 1. For example, X = 0 represents the pure DOPC
system and X = 0.5 represents the DOPC/DOPE (1/1) system. All fittings were
performed applying the weighted least squares method [374], to take into account
the measurement errors at each X value (i.e., at each composition). Then chi-
squared tests [295] were performed to test the statistical significance. The results
obtained indicate that the change in the lipid volume follows a linear relation with a
high level of significance, while for lipid area and bilayer thickness the relations are
best described by quadratic functions, although the level of significance is somewhat
low. While the linearity of the lipid volume changes is intuitive, the nonlinearity for
lipid area and thickness is not. However, the origin of such nonlinear behavior is
unclear. In a previous investigation, de Vries et al. [80] obtained a trend similar to
ours for the AL change with DOPC/DOPE composition, and they attributed this to
the combined effect from head group size difference, electrostatic interactions, and
hydrogen-bonding capability. However, it must be noted that the atomistic model
used in that study [80] was supplemented with a repulsive potential between the H
atoms of the PE amine group and all other atoms, and it is not clear how this ad
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Table 3.3: Fitted relations and statistical analyses for the structural properties
Property Linear fit Quadratic fit
AL (Å
2) Y = −6.49X + 69.49 Y = 3.15X2 − 9.52X + 69.81
(p = 0.9350) (p = 0.0482)
VL (Å
3) Y = −58.58X + 1289.80 Y = 0.12X2 − 58.70X + 1289.81
(p = 0.0002) (p = 0.0006)
dHH (Å) Y = 2.12X + 37.16 Y = −1.12X2 + 3.14X + 37.08
(p = 0.2727) (p = 0.0630)
hoc modification may have influenced the trend reported.
Overall, experimental evidence on the effect of systematic composition changes
appears necessary to validate the findings from simulations; unfortunately however,
measurements reported to date are rather scattered, as it can be seen from Figure
2.
The electron density profiles are shown in Figure 3.4. As expected from the
previously reported structural results, the electron densities are characterized by
very minor differences across the different compositions. In particular, with increas-
ing DOPE content the peaks in the head group region shift slightly out towards
the water phase (consistent with the previously observed increase in dHH), by a
maximum of 0.1 nm when comparing pure DOPC and DOPE. The peak magnitudes
are effectively unchanged across the different systems, while the central minimum
decreases marginally, by at most ∼0.01 e nm−3 when comparing pure DOPC to
DOPE.
3.3.2 Lateral pressure profile
The lateral pressure profiles Π(z) for the bilayer systems investigated are shown in
Figure 4.5. In general, it can be noted that all the profiles display similar overall
qualitative features. Upon entering the bilayer from the outer water phase, the
lateral pressure rises sharply and forms large positive peaks located roughly at
the interface between the water and lipid heads regions. Positive values of the
lateral pressure profile generally indicate repulsive forces, acting to enlarge the
area of the bilayer. At the water-heads interface, a net repulsion is obtained from
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Figure 3.4: Electron density profiles. Vertical dotted lines indicate approximate
boundaries between regions occupied predominantly by water, lipid heads, and
hydrocarbon tails.
intermolecular contributions of steric, electrostatic, and hydration nature [57]. Upon
moving deeper inside the bilayer, the lateral pressure drops drastically, forming deep
troughs approximately at the interface between the lipid heads and tails regions. In
general, negative pressures correspond to the presence of intermolecular attractive
forces, that act to reduce the bilayer area. In fact, this location corresponds to an
interface involving a hydrophobic environment (the hydrocarbon tail region) with
a strong tendency to reduce and minimize its area in contact with a hydrophilic
environment (comprising water and lipid heads). The lateral pressure troughs can
thus be seen as a reflection of the hydrophobic effect, whereby hydrophobic molecules
cluster together in order to restrict their exposure to water. In the central part of the
profiles, corresponding to the hydrocarbon core of the bilayers, the lateral pressure is
mostly positive, comprising three peak regions with two corresponding local minima
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Figure 3.5: Lateral pressure profiles (Π(z)). Vertical dotted lines indicate
approximate boundaries between regions occupied predominantly by water, lipid
heads, and hydrocarbon tails.
in between. The repulsive forces giving rise to the tails pressure are typically
explained in terms of entropy losses [52]. In particular, the tight molecular packing
in the bilayer core forces the lipid tails to stretch (therefore losing entropy compared
to isolated ‘free’ tails), ultimately causing substantial tail-tail repulsion [24, 230].
While all the profiles are similar qualitatively, remarkable quantitative differ-
ences and trends can be observed and related to changes in the lipid composition.
Regarding the peaks at the interface between the water and lipid heads regions,
corresponding to a distance of about 2.5 nm from the bilayer center, a top pressure
of ∼410 atm is observed for the pure DOPC system. With the presence of increasing
ratios of DOPE in the mixed systems, the peak pressure systematically decreases,
reaching its lowest value for the pure DOPE system, at ∼290 atm. The presence
of growing amounts of DOPE also causes the main peaks to shift slightly outwards,
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towards the water region; this correlates with the small increase in bilayer thickness
noted earlier (Figures 3.3c and 3.4). For the two systems with highest DOPE content,
i.e., DOPC/DOPE (1/3) and pure DOPE, the emergence of a pair of local peaks
and troughs can also be observed in the middle of the lipid heads region. The
local troughs, at 2.25 nm from the bilayer center, markedly enhance the pressure
drops at the same location compared to DOPC; such drops amount to ∼350 atm for
DOPC/DOPE (1/3) and ∼400 atm for pure DOPE. Regarding the main troughs,
located at a distance of ∼1.7 nm from the bilayer center, it can be seen that the
minima in the pressure fall in a relatively narrow range between ∼−760 to ∼−830
atm, without any systematic trend related to the DOPC/DOPE ratio. Composition-
dependent effects are again apparent in the hydrocarbon tail core of the bilayers,
where increasing the DOPE ratio systematically increases the lateral pressure, up
to 80 atm for the central peak, and up to ∼100 atm towards the top end of the tails
(at ∼1 nm from the bilayer center), when comparing pure DOPC and DOPE.
To conduct a further quantitative assessment of the effect of the lipid composition
on the pressure profile, we carried out an analysis in terms of the main ‘integrated
contributions’ [208]. In particular, we first subdivided the profile into three main
sections (Figure 3.6a): i) the headgroup (‘hg’) section corresponding to the part
of the profile characterized by the positive pressure in the water and lipid heads
regions; ii) the hydrophobic (‘hg’) section characterized by the negative pressure
corresponding to the main troughs; iii) the chains (‘ch’) section corresponding to
the positive pressure in the hydrocarbon tails (or chains) region. For each of these
sections, we calculated the integrals of the lateral pressure profiles, as illustrated
in Figure 3.6a. By integrating the pressure from key regions of the profiles, it is
possible to capture the combined effect of peak magnitudes and peak widths, as
obviously the integrals correspond to the areas under the curve for the related sec-
tions. The composition-dependent results obtained for the different bilayer systems
are plotted in Figure 3.6b. First of all, it can be verified that, irrespective of the lipid
composition, the sum over the three components is always zero, meaning that the
integrals of the individual sections balance out, as required by mechanical equilib-
rium. Regarding the headgroup integral πhg, it can be seen that it decreases together
with the presence of increasing amounts of DOPE, a trend which is consistent with
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Figure 3.6: Integrals of different sections of the lateral pressure profile. (a) A
schematic illustration of the quantified contributions. (b) Results obtained (error
bars represent standard deviations).
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In particular, πhg decreases by almost 50% from the pure DOPC system to pure
DOPE. The trend observed for πhg is countered by the chains integral πch, which
displays an enormous increase in relative terms, of approximately 400%, from the
pure DOPC to the pure DOPE system as a result of DOPE addition. Since it
has been estimated that even a 10% change in the chains pressure can induce a
very large shift in the conformational equilibrium of membrane proteins [52], our
results suggest that even small shifts in the DOPC/DOPE composition can have
significant biological repercussions. Incidentally, it has been proposed [208] that the
relative size of the headgroup and chain contributions to the lateral pressure leads
to the relation πhg/πch ≈ 1, which is consistent with the value of 1.1± 0.3 from our
data. The hydrophobic integral γphob represents the interfacial tension acting at the
polar–apolar interface [208]. It can be seen that the absolute value of γphob decreases
slightly with increasing DOPE ratio; in particular, we observe an overall reduction
of ∼9% from pure DOPC to pure DOPE. Such a reduction in interfacial tension
reflects the slight decrease in the polar–apolar interfacial area observed previously
(Figure 3.3a).
3.3.3 Dipole potential profile
The dipole potential profiles Ψ(z) are displayed in Figure 3.7. It can be noticed that
all the profiles share similar qualitative features, irrespective of the different lipid
compositions. However, it is clear that there are substantial composition-dependent
differences in the magnitude of the potentials. In particular, an evident trend can
be observed, whereby increasing amounts of DOPE induce increasingly larger values
of Ψ(z) across the entire profile. Starting from the reference value of 0 mV in the
water phase, Ψ(z) rises sharply across the lipid heads region, up to peak values from
441±26 mV for DOPC to 545±24 mV for DOPE, with the mixed systems displaying
values distributed in between. These peaks are located at ∼1.3 nm from the bilayer
center, corresponding to the top part of the lipid tails, near the glycerol-ester groups.
The profiles can then be observed to drop and form local minima at ∼0.8 nm from
the bilayer center, a region roughly corresponding to the double bond midway along
the hydrocarbon tails. In the bilayer center, the dipole potential reaches a global
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Figure 3.7: Dipole potential profiles Ψ(z). Vertical dotted lines indicate approximate
boundaries between regions occupied predominantly by water, lipid heads, and
hydrocarbon tails.
DOPE, corresponding to an increase of 22%.
The profile obtained for the pure DOPC bilayer is consistent with the pro-
file reported by Warshaviak et al. [370] from simulation of DOPC with the same
force field used in our work (CHARMM36), as expected. Regarding the mixed
DOPC/DOPE bilayers, we are not aware of any previous dipole potential data from
either atomistic simulations or experiments. There are however some experimental
studies on single-component bilayers. Specifically, earlier measurements by Pickar
et al. [272] indicated values of 0.224 V and 0.215 V for DOPC and DOPE bilayers,
respectively. These results have been more recently amended by Schamberger and
Clarke [311] to include a more accurate estimate of hydration energies, yielding
updated values of 0.343V for DOPC and 0.334V for DOPE [311]. Regardless of
the correction, both sets of data indicate a (marginally) larger potential for DOPC
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compared to DOPE, which is in contrast to the trend observed in our simulation
results. However, more recent data by Starke et al. [333] showed an increase in the
dipole potential, from 0.410 V to 0.461 V, when comparing a pure DMPC system
to an equimolar mixture of DMPC and DMPE, in qualitative agreement with our
results (note that DMPC/DMPE and DOPC/DOPE are characterized by differences
which are small and localized in the hydrocarbon region, thus it is acceptable to
make a qualitative comparison in relation to their dipole potential). In any case,
it is not clear how reliable the experimental estimates are, given the well-known
difficulties in measuring the dipole potential, and especially in relation to ranking
different values from PC vs. PE systems. In fact, all three reported PC/PE pairs
of experimental values are very close to each other, with a level of uncertainty that
in one case [333] has been reported to be much larger (∼ 0.15 V) than the actual
difference in PC vs. PE values (0.05 V). No uncertainty estimates were reported for
the other data [272, 311], but the differences in PC vs. PE values are so small (0.009
V in both cases) that they are very much likely to be smaller than the uncertainty
in the measurements.
In general, it should be noted that the experimental estimates for the dipole
potential tend to be markedly lower than the simulation values. This is a well-known
issue, consistently observed in previous atomistic simulations of lipid bilayers [173,
277, 322, 328, 365, 370]. The discrepancy with respect to the experimental values
has been ascribed, at least in part, to the lack of electronic polarizability in standard
atomistic force fields [365].
To further investigate the molecular origin of Ψ(z), as well as the effect of chang-
ing the lamellar-nonlamellar lipid ratio, we isolated the two separate contributions to
Ψ(z) from the water and lipid molecules. Results for such individual components are
plotted in Figure 3.8, together with the net profiles (already reported in Figure 3.7)
for reference. For all systems, it can be seen that the total net potential results from
a competition between much larger positive and negative contributions due to water
and lipids, respectively. This is generally consistent with previously reported data
from atomistic simulations of pure DOPC systems [328, 370]. In the only previously
reported simulation study on DOPC/DOPE mixed bilayers, the lipid dipoles (rather
than water) were the main contributors to the total potential, and composition-
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Figure 3.8: Individual contributions of the dipole potential profile from water and
lipid molecules. The total net potentials are also plotted for reference (see Figure 3.7
for dedicated plot). Vertical dotted lines indicate approximate boundaries between
regions occupied predominantly by water, lipid heads, and hydrocarbon tails.
study [251] employed a coarse-grained model which treats water molecules as single
point dipoles without explicit hydrogen bonding capabilities [90, 244], and hence the
preferential alignment of water in the heads region (which determines the electric
field) may not be accurately reproduced. The atomistic simulations reported here
allow new quantitative insights to be obtained into composition-dependent effects.
Specifically, Figure 3.8 shows that while the water contribution determines the
positive sign of the overall net profiles, their composition-dependent trend is dictated
by the lipid contributions. In fact, the observed increase in the overall net dipole
potential brought about by the presence of increasing amounts of DOPE is deter-
mined by the lipid relative contributions overcompensating the water contributions
(which instead display decreasing potential values with increasing DOPE ratios).
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3.3.4 Electric field
The projection of the electric field along the direction normal to the bilayer plane
is reported in Figure 3.9. Note that the curves are antisymmetrical, due to the
water waterheads headstails
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Figure 3.9: Electric field E(z). Vertical dotted lines indicate approximate boundaries
between regions occupied predominantly by water, lipid heads, and hydrocarbon
tails.
vectorial nature of the electric field and the symmetry of the bilayer systems with
respect to the central plane. Thus, field vectors pointing outwards from the bilayer
towards the water phase are indicated by positive values of E(z) on the right hand
side of the diagram, and by corresponding negative values, of equal magnitude and
equidistant from the origin, on the left hand side (and vice versa for inwards pointing
vectors). In other words, the field profiles would be symmetric if calculated with
respect to the normal for each leaflet. It can be seen that the electric field magnitude
reaches huge peak values, with overall maxima of up to ∼7.5×108 V/m, located near
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or inside the lipid heads region depending on the system. Despite the absence of
direct experimental measurements for comparison, such strong electric fields are
consistent with the dipole potential profile, in relation to its peak magnitudes and
steep gradients [70]. In fact, the electric field strength corresponds to the spatial
derivative of the dipole potential, which varies substantially over extremely small
distances (see Figure 3.7). For pure DOPC, our result matches as expected a
previously reported profile [370] obtained from simulations of the same force field
(CHARMM36). For the mixed systems, we are not aware of any previously reported
E(z) data from either simulation or experiment.
It is clear from Figure 3.9 that changes in the DOPC/DOPE ratio induce sub-
stantial redistributions of the electric field, especially corresponding to the lipid
heads region and at the heads-tails interface. Regarding the pure DOPC bilayer,
the largest peak magnitude corresponds to ∼7.5×108 V/m, and is located at the
interface between the heads and tails regions as denoted on Figure 3.9. Considering
the DOPC/DOPE (3/1) systems, the magnitude drops by ∼0.8×108 V/m, or 11%.
An even larger decrease of ∼1.1×108 V/m in the field strength can be observed
by comparing the DOPC/DOPE (3/1) and DOPC/DOPE (1/1) bilayers. The
magnitude of the heads-tails interfacial peak decreases further until a value of
∼4.4×108 V/m for the pure DOPE bilayer, corresponding to an overall drop of 41%
compared to the pure DOPC system. Interestingly, the two systems with highest
DOPE content (DOPC/DOPE (1/3) and pure DOPE) are also characterized by
additional features; in particular, their points of maximum field strength correspond
to extra peaks (compared to the other systems) inside the heads region. In fact,
taking into account all the peaks of maximum magnitude for each of the five systems,
from pure DOPC to pure DOPE, such peaks can also be interpreted as shifting
outwards from the bilayer interior towards the water region, by as much as 0.6 nm
when comparing the pure DOPC and DOPE bilayers. The largest composition-
dependent effect on the field magnitude can be observed at a distance of ∼2.3
nm from the bilayer center, where the field strength is almost zero for DOPC,
while it grows dramatically for the mixed bilayers, up to ∼7×108 V/m for DOPE.
Overall, such E(z) changes are expected to have significant effects on any charged
or polar molecule interacting with the bilayer (e.g., permeants), as well as embedded
peptides and proteins. Specifically, it was estimated that a change in field magnitude
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of ∼2×108 V/m can already induce substantial shifts in protein conformational
equilibria [370]. Charged protein residues are predicted to be especially sensitive,
but also uncharged residues will be affected through interactions with the large
dipole (3.5D) that characterizes the peptide bond.
In the hydrocarbon tails core, the composition-dependent changes in E(z) are
more limited, as intuitively expected considering that there are no chemical differ-
ences between DOPC and DOPE tails. However, some effects can still be noted. In
particular, the innermost peaks, located at ∼0.4 nm from the bilayer center, show
increasing magnitudes with addition of DOPE, up to 0.5×108 V/m when comparing
pure DOPC with pure DOPE. Regarding the peaks at∼1 nm from the bilayer center,
a slight increase (up to 0.25 × 108 V/m) in magnitude is accompanied by a small
shift outwards (up to ∼0.1 nm) upon DOPE addition.
To further assess the biological relevance of the results obtained, it is use-
ful to compare them to the electric fields corresponding to two other membrane-
related potentials, i.e., the transmembrane potential and the surface potential, for
which more knowledge exists compared to the dipole potential, because they are
comparatively easier to study experimentally [70]. The transmembrane potential
arises from the different ion concentrations typically present between the inner
and outer sides of biological membranes, and underlies the opening and closing
of ion channels that control the transmission of electrical signals along neurons and
muscle cells. The surface potential arises from charged lipid headgroups and polar
molecules accumulating at the membrane surface, and controls the ion distribution
at the cell surface. The electric field magnitudes related to the transmembrane
and surface potentials have been estimated to be, respectively, ∼0.25×108 V/m
and ∼0.1×108 V/m[323]. Considering that these field strengths are known to be
responsible for significant biological activity, the composition-dependent effects for
the dipole potential highlighted here, especially around the heads region, can be
expected to also have major biological consequences. In fact, even the smaller
DOPC/DOPE composition-dependent effects on E(z) that we observed in the tails
region are of comparable size to the field magnitudes from the transmembrane and
surface potentials.
To further analyse the electric field, we also calculated the separate contributions
from the water and lipid molecules, respectively (Figure 3.10). By comparing
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Figure 3.10: Separated contributions of the electric field: (a) from water and (b)
from lipid molecules. Vertical dotted lines indicate approximate boundaries between
regions occupied predominantly by water, lipid heads, and hydrocarbon tails.
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Figures 3.10a and 3.10b, it can be noticed in general that the water and lipid profiles
display extremely large and mostly opposing field strengths, whose main peaks are
all centered inside the lipid heads region. The water contribution shows a negative
peak on the left hand side of the profile, and an antisymmetric positive peak on
the right hand side. These peaks originate from a preferential orientation of the
water molecular dipoles, whereby the positive ends (H atoms) tend to point towards
the bilayer center, while the negative ends (O atoms) tend to point away from the
membrane and towards the bulk water phase. The water electric field is countered
by that originating in the lipid molecules; specifically, the lipid headgroup dipoles
preferentially point away from the membrane and towards the outer water phase.
Inside the hydrocarbon tails region, from -1 to 1 nm about the bilayer center, the
water contribution is zero, due to the absence of water in the hydrocarbon core. The
lipid profile exhibits instead shallow peaks (evidently much smaller in magnitude
than those in the heads region), arising from the preferential orientation of dipolar
molecular segments along the hydrocarbon tails. In terms of the influence of changes
in the lamellar/nonlamellar lipid composition, the presence of increasing amounts of
DOPE induces increasing attenuations of the magnitude of the peak strength in the
heads region, for both the water (Figure 3.10a) and lipids (Figure 3.10b) profiles.
By comparing the individual profiles with the total E(z) curve (Figure 3.9), it is
clear that the net electric field originates from a nontrivial interplay between the
separate contributions from the lipid and water molecules, with large cancellations
of enormous opposing field strengths. In fact, the E(z) range for the individual
contributions is −60 × 108 V/m to 60 × 108 V/m, which is an order of magnitude
larger than the range of values observed for the net profiles.
3.3.5 DOPE inverse phase formation
We performed an additional simulation to validate the nonlamellar phase behavior
of DOPE modeled with the CHARMM36 lipid force field which was employed for
this study. Starting from the last configuration of the 1-µs pure DOPE bilayer
run, the system was first heated up to 1000 K until the bilayer was completely
disrupted by thermal agitation, and a random dispersion of lipids and water was
obtained. The temperature was subsequently brought back to 303 K, and the system
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spontaneously self-assembled into an inverse hexagonal phase. Figure 3.11 shows
a series of trajectory snapshots depicting the main stages of the phase formation
process. In the last snapshot, it is possible to identify the circular cross sections of
cylindrical water columns, which are typical of the DOPE inverse phase. The DOPE
heads line the water columns, while the lipid tails assemble together away from direct
contact with water. Overall, our results indicate that the CHARMM36 lipid force
field is able to capture correctly the experimentally observed nonlamellar phase of
DOPE during self-assembly from a random dispersion. However, small preassembled
bilayers (such as the one reported in the main body of this paper) under periodic
boundary conditions remain stable in the lamellar phase. It may be possible to
observe a lamellar to inverse hexagonal phase transformation by simulating larger
(multilamellar) systems, however this may require prohibitively large computing
resources (in fact, such a phase transformation has so far only been simulated with
coarse-grained models [251]).
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a computational investigation into how a number of
physical properties of lipid bilayer membranes are affected by changes in the lipid
composition. Specifically, we conducted atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
of bilayer systems containing the lamellar lipid DOPC and the nonlamellar lipid
DOPE in varying proportions. We investigated basic structural properties, as well
as depth-dependent distributions of internal pressure, dipole potential, and electric
field.
For most of the properties studied, we observed changes proportionally related
to the changes in the lipid composition, as intuitively expected. However, the actual
amount of change in the physical properties was shown to depend dramatically on the
specific properties under investigation. In particular, while structural properties var-
ied only marginally across the different systems, substantial composition-dependent
changes were observed for the lateral pressure, dipole potential, and electric field
profiles. Increasing the concentration of DOPE was shown to induce a transfer of
pressure from the lipid headgroups to the inner hydrocarbon core. Specifically, we
observed a decrease in integrated contributions by up to 50% in the headgroup region
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Figure 3.11: Simulation snapshots of spontaneous formation of DOPE inverse
hexagonal phase. Lipid heads and tails are colored orange and brown, respectively,
while water is blue. The central simulation region is identified by black segments.
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and an increase by up to 400% in the hydrocarbon tail region, when comparing pure
DOPC and DOPE systems. The dipole potential profile across the whole membrane
was enhanced by the addition of DOPE, with increases of over 20% for the pure
DOPE system compared to pure DOPC. Regarding the electric field, composition
changes brought about nontrivial effects in a number of features, including a shift
of the main peaks by 0.6 nm towards the outside of the bilayer, as well as a drop of
41% in strength at the heads-tails interface.
In summary, we have shown quantitatively that changes in the lamellar vs.
nonlamellar lipid composition amplify mechanical and electrical signals without
significantly altering structural features. The predicted effects on lateral pressure,
dipole potential, and electric field profiles are expected to be large enough to affect
a range of biological phenomena, including membrane permeation and binding, as
well as conformational changes within membrane proteins.
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Chapter 4
Effects of High Pressure on
Bilayer Membranes with Different
Saturation Levels
The response of lipid membranes to changes in external pressure is important for
many biological processes, and it can also be exploited for technological applications.
In this chapter, we employ all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to characterize
the changes in the physical properties of phospholipid bilayers brought about by high
pressure (1000 bar). In particular, we study how the response differs, in relation to
different chain unsaturation levels, by comparing mono-unsaturated 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) and bi-unsaturated dioleoyl-phosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) bilayers. Various structural, mechanical and dynamical features are found
to be altered by the pressure increase in both bilayers. Notably, for most properties,
including bilayer area and thickness, lipid order parameters, lateral pressure profile,
and curvature frustration energy, we observe significantly more pronounced effects
for mono-unsaturated POPC than bi-unsaturated DOPC. Possible biological impli-
cations of the results obtained are discussed, especially in relation to how different
lipids can control the structure and function of membrane proteins.
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4.1 Introduction
Pressure is one of the most important environmental factors for living organisms;
growing attention is being devoted especially to the effects of high pressure on bio-
logical processes. On the one hand, experimental studies have revealed how various
organisms and tissues undergo cell damage under high pressure [111, 300, 381]. On
the other hand, some bacteria and viruses have been shown to be pressure-tolerant [8,
114]. Barophilic organisms have been discovered in deep marine environments where
the hydrostatic pressure can reach 1100 bar (110 MPa), a factor of over one thousand
greater than atmospheric pressure [271]; in general, it is of great scientific interest
to understand how life can adapt to such extreme environmental pressures [325]. To
study the biological impact of high pressure, researchers have investigated a range
of phenomena related to pressure change, such as the inactivation of pathogens [147]
or the denaturation of proteins [376]. High hydrostatic pressure is also relevant to
the action mechanism of anesthetics [62], and it can be exploited for protein crystal-
lization [67] as well as for drug encapsulation and delivery [176, 284]. Moreover, the
food industry has seen in recent years the emergence of pressure-based processing
technologies, for example as an approach to improve pasteurization. Compared to
traditional high-temperature treatments, high-pressure food processing is expected
to better preserve the original organoleptic properties such as flavor and color, as
well as the nutritional content [175, 236].
The lipid bilayer membrane, a key structural and functional component of cells,
is regarded as one of the most pressure-sensitive biological systems [301]. Various
aspects of the lipid bilayer have been observed to be altered under high pressure
conditions, such as volume, fluidity, and phase transition [42, 43, 72, 329, 377].
Moreover, the folding/unfolding and aggregation processes of membrane-embedded
proteins, who closely interact with membrane lipids, can also be affected by pressure
changes [181, 339]. Overall, pressure effects on lipid membranes appear to be of
great importance for living organisms. As a remarkable example, many bacteria
have been found to modify their membrane lipid composition in response to envi-
ronmental changes in hydrostatic pressure [229]. In particular, evidence collected
over the past decades on deep sea organisms suggests that the increased deep sea
hydrostatic pressure selects for a higher ratio of unsaturated fatty acids in the
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lipid membrane [23, 84, 164, 278]. Unsaturated fatty acyl chains in membrane
phospholipids are characterized by one or more double bonds, which induce more
disordered conformations, ultimately maintaining membrane fluidity (an essential
condition for most biological functions) even under high pressure. In particular, it
has been shown experimentally that a bi-unsaturated 16:0-18:2 PC (PLPC) bilayer
shows greater resistance to pressure-induced liquid-to-gel phase transition than a
mono-unsaturated 16:0-18:1 PC (POPC) bilayer [329].
While previous experimental work has shed light on pressure-induced structural
and energetic changes in relation to the unsaturation level in lipid membranes,
molecular-level mechanisms are still not well understood. In practice, measuring
microscopic membrane properties while simultaneously maintaining the pressure at
a desired level is fraught with great technical challenges [43].
As an alternative to conventional experiments, molecular simulation represents
a powerful tool to study pressure effects on lipid membrane systems, thanks to
the ability to accurately control the simulated pressure while obtaining quantitative
nanoscale measurements [346, 351, 387]. In this work, we conduct atomistic molecu-
lar dynamics simulations to study the effects of high pressure on key physical prop-
erties of lipid bilayers. In particular, we focus on two lipid types that are prevalent in
biological membranes, i.e., dioleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC) and 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC). These two lipids are very similar apart from a
key difference in unsaturation content, so that their response to pressure changes will
also allow us to investigate the specific role of unsaturation in determining related
changes in physical properties. Specifically, DOPC has two unsaturated chains each
containing a C-C double bond, whereas POPC has one such mono-unsaturated chain
(as DOPC) while the other chain is fully saturated (all C-C linkages are single
bonds). By comparing the changes induced by increasing the pressure on bilayers
comprising these two representative lipid types, we aim to provide a systematic
understanding of the role that unsaturation plays in the membrane response to
increased pressures. In particular, we simulate the two bilayer systems at the
standard atmospheric condition of 1 bar and at the higher pressure level of 1000
bar, under which both the DOPC and POPC bilayers still remain in the fluid Lα
phase (which is the biologically relevant phase). At each of these two pressures, a
series of structural, dynamical, mechanical, and electrostatic properties are measured
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and compared. While research on lipid bilayers at standard atmospheric condition
has been extensive, to our knowledge this is the first simulation study investigating
high pressure effects on bilayer properties using fully atomistic models. The few
previous simulations of lipid bilayers at high pressure were conducted with either
united-atom or coarse-grained models [64, 185]. In this work, we simulate all-
atom models to investigate fundamental bilayer properties including lipid area, lipid
volume, bilayer thickness, lipid lateral diffusivity, and deuterium order parameters.
Notably, we also calculate the lateral pressure and dipole potential, two elusive and
often overlooked trans-membrane profiles which have been suggested to play key
roles in numerous membrane phenomena [227, 319, 368]. The lateral pressure (or
stress) profile represents the distribution of lateral stresses as a function of depth
inside the bilayer. Experimentally, given the nanoscopic thickness of a typical lipid
bilayer membrane, it is extremely difficult to measure internal stresses. Attempted
measurements suggest significant depth-dependent variation [166, 343], and com-
putational modeling studies have indeed quantified lateral pressure changes on the
order of several hundred bars [240]. Naturally, substantial mechanical influence
on embedded molecules such as membrane proteins or permeants is expected as
a consequence of the existence of the lateral pressure profile [208, 245, 247, 354].
Moreover, the lateral pressure profile underpins a number of elastic parameters, such
as the spontaneous curvature and the bending rigidity, which are critical indicators
of the mesoscopic phase behavior of a hydrated lipid bilayer [43, 208, 377]. For
example, changes in the lateral pressure profile and related elastic properties may
lead to the destabilization of cell membranes [36, 123, 256]. The dipole (electrostatic)
potential profile, arising from the preferential alignment of the dipole moments of
water molecules and dipolar segments of lipid molecules, is another trans-membrane
property that is of great biological relevance yet also very difficult to probe by
experiment [96, 368]. In this chapter, we investigate the sensitivity of DOPC and
POPC bilayers to external pressure by evaluating the dipole potential profile as a














Figure 4.1: Molecular structures of DOPC (above) and POPC (below).
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Lipid bilayers
Two single-type lipid bilayer systems have been investigated. One system comprises
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) lipids, which are mono-unsaturated.
The other system comprises dioleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC) lipids, which are
bi-unsaturated. The molecular structures of the two lipid types are shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. Each bilayer system contains 128 lipid molecules and is fully hydrated with
4300 water molecules (with a water/lipid ratio of approximately 33.6) [172, 388].
Initial pre-equilibrated configurations were obtained from our previous studies [92].
4.2.2 Simulation details
The bilayer systems were modelled with the CHARMM36 all-atom force field [172]
and simulated with the Gromacs 5.1 software [30]. Long range electrostatic in-
teractions were solved by the PME (Particle-Mesh Ewald) method [74]. Bonds
and angles in water molecules were constrained by the SETTLE algorithm [222];
the LINCS algorithm [139] was used to constrain all other hydrogen-related bonds,
with a numerical expansion up to fourth order and two iterations in every step
for correcting rotational effects. With these constrained algorithms applied, the
systems’ total energy was well conserved at the selected timestep of 2 fs. Each of
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the DOPC and POPC bilayers were simulated at two pressure levels, 1 bar and
1000 bar, respectively. The Parrinello–Rahman barostat method was used [263],
with the pressure coupled semi-isotropically (isotropic in the two directions along
the bilayer plane but independent to the one in the normal direction) and a coupling
time constant of 1 ps. The temperature was maintained at 310 K for all systems, by
applying the velocity-rescale thermostat [46] with a damping time constant of 0.1
ps. Each simulation was run for 1000 ns in total. The first 200 ns were regarded
as equilibration and the following 800 ns were used for data analysis. Data for all
properties were sampled every 50 ps.
4.2.3 Data analysis
The following properties were evaluated: area per lipid (AL), volume per lipid (VL),
bilayer thickness (dHH), lateral diffusion coefficient (DL), deuterium order parameter
(SCD), electron density profile (ρ(z)), dipole potential profile (Ψ(z)), lateral pressure
profile (Π(z)), monolayer spontaneous curvature (cm0 ), monolayer bending modulus
(κm), curvature frustration energy (κmcm0 ). Calculations of these properties were
carried out following standard approaches, as detailed previously [157, 251]. To
estimate the average volume per lipid VL, two extra simulations consisting of 4300
TIP3P water molecules (same amount as in the bilayer systems) in the bulk liquid
phase were performed at 1 bar and 1000 bar, respectively, so that VL could be
computed as VL = (Vtotal−Vwater)/128, where Vtotal is the total volume of the bilayer
systems and Vwater is the volume of the bulk water simulations. Regarding the lateral
pressure profile, a modified version of Gromacs, the Gromacs-LS package [349, 357],
was used to rerun the simulation trajectories and to output local stress tensors. Since
the long-range electrostatic solver is not implemented in the Gromacs-LS package,
an increased cut-off distance of 2.2 nm was used for the Coulomb interactions, as
recommended by the package developers [357].
Regarding the statistical analysis, uncertainties for all calculated properties (ex-
cept for DL) were estimated by the block averaging procedure [109, 292], with a
block size of 40 ns. The only exception, DL, was obtained from the linear fitted
slope of the averaged 2-dimensional mean squared displacement (MSD) following a
standard procedure [91, 243]. The MSD was treated by the time-averaged method,
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with the initial reference point reset every 40 ns [157, 292]. All numerical results
will be presented in the format “mean ± standard error (S.E.)” unless otherwise
specified.
To rigorously compare the results obtained for the two different lipid types at the
two levels of external pressure studied, we carried out standard two-sample t-tests
wherever appropriate; a difference between two means is considered statistically sig-
nificant if the corresponding p value is less than 0.05, as per predominant convention.
4.3 Results and discussions
4.3.1 Structural properties
The area per lipid (AL), volume per lipid (VL), and bilayer thickness (dHH) were
calculated for the DOPC and POPC bilayer simulations at the two investigated
pressures. Results are summarized in Table 4.1. Regarding the values obtained at
Table 4.1: Structural properties for the simulated bilayer systems
AL VL dHH
(Å2) (Å3) (Å)
DOPC, 1 bar 68.72± 0.09 1290.46± 0.09 38.42± 0.05
DOPC, 1000 bar 65.43± 0.12 1235.91± 0.06 38.28± 0.06
POPC, 1 bar 65.10± 0.09 1243.04± 0.26 38.74± 0.03
POPC, 1000 bar 60.80± 0.13 1188.18± 0.55 39.14± 0.07
A t-test was performed for each pair of values from the same bilayer between the
two pressures. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) exist for each pair,
with the only exception of dHH for the DOPC bilayer (p = 0.13).
atmospheric pressure, our results are consistent with previous reports from both
experiments and atomistic simulations. [92, 172, 180, 232, 273] A comparison with
the results obtained at the high pressure of 1000 bar reveals noticeable effects.
In particular, for the area per lipid AL, a significant reduction is shown for both
POPC and DOPC as the pressure increases from 1 bar to 1000 bar. Comparing
the extent to which AL changes, the reduction for POPC (an average 4.30 Å
2 or
7.4% decrease) is larger than that observed for DOPC (an average 3.29 Å2 or 4.7%
decrease). Regarding the lipid volume, increasing the pressure causes a reduction
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Figure 4.2: Electron density for (a) DOPC and (b) POPC bilayers at 1 bar (blue)
and 1000 bar (orange). To better highlight differences within each membrane type
(see main text), the dashed orange lines represent electron density profiles at 1000
bar that have been shifted to overlap those at 1 bar in the water phase. Error bars
are smaller than the thickness of the lines.
of VL for both lipid types, as intuitively expected, with an average 54.5 Å
3 (4.2%)
decrease being shown for DOPC and 54.9 Å3 (4.4%) for POPC. Regarding the
bilayer thickness (dHH), the pressure increase does not induce a significant effect
on DOPC. However, it is possible to identify a statistically significant increase for
POPC, albeit small (0.4 Å or 1%). While the change seems negligible, previous
findings indicate that membrane protein channels can be deformed and inactivated
by hydrophobic mismatch even for small changes in bilayer thickness of less than 1
Å [214]. Previous studies on the relation between bilayer thickness and pressure
have given varying results by different techniques and measurements: a recent
experimental work observed that the lattice parameter of DOPC vesicle increased
along with the pressure increase [284], while insensitivity of dHH was found for
DPPC bilayers in the fluid phase at different pressures in a coarse-grained simulation
study [185].
Electron density profiles (ρ(z)) for both bilayers are shown in Figure 4.2. It can
be seen that ρ(z) for both DOPC and POPC increases across the whole depth z as
the pressure is increased from 1 bar to 1000 bar, consistently with the reduction in
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Figure 4.3: Electron density of the individual water and lipid components for (a)
DOPC and (b) POPC bilayers at 1 bar (blue) and 1000 bar (orange).
lipid area and volume reported earlier. To better highlight differences within each
membrane type, the electron density profiles at 1000 bar have also been shifted so
that they overlap those at 1 bar in the water phase; such shifted curves can be seen
in Figure 4.2 as dashed orange lines. Compared to the 1 bar curves, it can be seen
that the 1000 bar shifted profiles are slightly lower at the two peaks corresponding to
the lipid head groups while higher at the central trough. These differences indicate
that most of the volume reduction takes place in the bilayer center (the lipid tail end
region). This can be interpreted as a relatively higher resistance to volume reduction
in the lipid head groups, since this region is already the densest; conversely, the
bilayer is compressed more markedly in the central core, where the density is lowest
(thus corresponding to highest free volume). It is relevant to note that, despite
the compression brought about by the pressure increase, no chain interdigitation
is observed in any of the systems studied, as indicated by the well-defined central
minima in all the electron density diagrams of Figure 4.2. Further confirmation of
the absence of interdigitation can be found in the Supporting Information, where we
report individual electron density profiles for only the chain components (Figure 4.3)
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4.3.2 Deuterium order parameters
Deuterium order parameters (SCD) for acyl-chain carbon atoms computed from each




⟨3 cos2 θ − 1⟩, (4.1)
where θ is the angle between the C-D vector and axis normal to bilayer surface.
The angular brackets represent an ensemble average. The SCD values for both
chains in DOPC lipids (Figure 4.4a and 4.4c) and the sn-2 chain in POPC lipids
(Figure 4.4d) exhibit generally similar features, in that the SCD value drops to a
minimum at positions corresponding to the double-bonded atoms. In contrast, the
POPC sn-1 chain (Figure 4.4b) exhibits a monotonically decreasing SCD from the
position corresponding to the glycerol segment to the end of the chain, as is normal
for a fully-saturated chain.
As intuitively expected, higher pressure causes the SCD values to increase, reflect-
ing enhanced order brought about by a reduction in free volume (consistently with
the results on the lipid volume reported earlier). Specifically, the increase in order
parameters indicates a change in orientation of the corresponding chain segments,
which tend to become more aligned to the direction perpendicular to the bilayer
plane. By comparing sn-2 (unsaturated) tails in DOPC and POPC (Figure 4.4c
and Figure 4.4d), different changes induced by the pressure increase can be noticed.
The effect on POPC is more pronounced, with an average SCD increase of 0.015
compared with 0.006 for its DOPC counterpart. Although not directly comparable,
SCD values for the POPC sn-1 chain are increased markedly by 0.020, while the
increase for DOPC sn-1 chain is 0.007. Experimental studies have suggested that
SCD values for POPC in the Lα phase increase by roughly 10
−4 per MPa (10 bar) [44]
at 300 K, corresponding to 0.01 over 1000 bar, which is in reasonable agreement with
our results.
Overall, our comparison between SCD order parameters in DOPC and POPC
shows that the less saturated POPC bilayer is more sensitive to the pressure increase,
consistently with our earlier observation on lipid area, lipid volume, and bilayer
thickness.
In general, the changes in structural properties from our simulations are con-
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Figure 4.4: SCD for (a) DOPC, sn-1 chain, (b) POPC, sn-1 chain, (c) DOPC, sn-2
chain, and (d) POPC, sn-2 chain at 1 bar (blue) and 1000 bar (orange). Error bars
are smaller than the symbols’ size.
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sistent with previous theoretical understanding that increased unsaturation (as in
DOPC vs. POPC) results in a stronger resistance to structural change under high
pressure [329].
4.3.3 Lateral diffusion
The lateral diffusion coefficient (DL) measures the long range motion of lipids in the
bilayer plane. The DL values obtained from our DOPC and POPC simulations at 1
bar are 14.7 ± 0.8 nm2/µs and 16.2 ± 0.6 nm2/µs, respectively. These results are
in reasonable agreement with previously reported values for phospholipid bilayers
from both experiments and simulations [106, 112, 251, 273]. Comparing the two
lipid types, we find no statistically significant difference between DL for DOPC
and POPC at 1 bar (p = 0.18); this is in agreement with the earlier conclusion by
Ollila et al. [241] that unsaturation does not influence the lateral diffusivity of lipids.
Under the high pressure of 1000 bar, we obtain DL values of 9.8 ± 1.5 nm2/µs and
7.1 ± 0.2 nm2/µs for DOPC and POPC, respectively. It is clear that, for both
lipid types, there is a substantial reduction in lateral diffusion brought about by
the pressure increase; this effect is expected intuitively, and is consistent with the
observed reduction in system volume. Comparing the DL values for the two lipid
types at 1000 bar, no statistically significant difference is detected (p = 0.053),
similarly to what was found for the systems at 1 bar. In summary, while high
pressure markedly reduces the lateral diffusivity for both the DOPC and POPC
bilayers, our results do not show specificity to the lipid type.
4.3.4 Lateral pressure profile
The lateral pressure profile (Π(z)) characterizes the inhomogeneous and depth-
dependent distribution of lateral stresses across the bilayer. The calculation of Π(z)
from molecular simulations provides nanoscale insights for the understanding of
the mechanical stability of the membrane itself as well as the interactions between
lipids and other biomembrane constituents (such as membrane proteins). The
Π(z) profiles computed for the systems investigated in this work are shown in
Figure 4.5. Regarding the profiles at 1 bar, both the DOPC and POPC results are
consistent with previous literature [239, 240, 249]. In particular, large positive peaks
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Figure 4.5: Π(z) for (a) DOPC and (b) POPC bilayers at 1 bar (blue) and 1000 bar
(orange). Shaded areas indicate the statistical uncertainty (mean± S.E.). Statistical
analysis was performed to compare the difference between the two curves in each
diagram. The stars at the top of each diagram indicate the positions where the
values of the two curves are statistically different (p < 0.05).
of ∼ 300 bar can be seen at a distance of ∼ 2 nm to the bilayer center, reflecting
net repulsive forces primarily attributable to steric and electrostatic interactions
between lipid heads and water. Proceeding deeper inside the bilayers, at a depth
corresponding roughly to the glycerol groups, we can observe sharp negative troughs,
which are typically explained in terms of attractive forces due to the hydrophobic
effect. [58, 208] The bilayer center is instead characterized by pressure peaks that
are believed to originate from loss of entropy in the chain region. [230, 253]
Regarding the effect of increased external pressure, in the outer regions cor-
responding to the water phase and headgroup layer no significant differences are
observed for both lipid types. Such a low sensitivity of Π(z) to external pressure
changes in these regions has been predicted theoretically on the basis of the relatively
high local density [43] (which can be seen in the electron density profiles of Fig-
ure 4.2). Deeper inside the bilayer, the large hydrophobic troughs exhibit a response
to high pressure which is dependent on the lipid type. In particular, increased ex-
ternal pressure does not significantly alter the DOPC hydrophobic troughs, whereas
the POPC troughs markedly decrease in magnitude, by ∼ 100 bar. Regarding
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the lipid chain region, it can be seen that the increase in external pressure brings
about a significant and substantial decrease in Π(z) for both lipid types. This effect
can be correlated to the increase in chain order parameters under high pressure
observed earlier (Figure 4.4). Such a relation was also found in previous studies
focusing on other external factors like temperature and chain length [115, 241]. From
our data, it can be seen that the pressure-induced changes are more prominent for
POPC, consistently with the larger increase in SCD values with respect to DOPC
(as discussed earlier). In particular, taking the chain region to be within 1.3 nm
from the bilayer center, we observe an average lateral pressure drop of 82.8 ± 19.2
bar for DOPC under high pressure, while for POPC we calculate a larger drop of
101.7 ± 35.9 bar.
Overall, it is evident that the lateral pressure profile for both DOPC and POPC
bilayers is affected by the external pressure, and that the effects are more pronounced
for the mono-unsaturated POPC compared to the bi-unsaturated DOPC. Higher
lipid unsaturation therefore reduces bilayer sensitivity to increased hydrostatic pres-
sure; this is analogous to the behavior observed previously for a number of structural
properties. Further quantitative analysis of the lateral pressure profiles, based on
elastic parameters that can be derived via numerical integration, is reported in the
following section.
4.3.5 Elastic properties
Key elastic parameters of the bilayer are connected analytically with Π(z). Specif-
ically, the product of the monolayer bending modulus κm and the monolayer spon-





where z = 0 at the center of the bilayer and z = l in the water phase. [24, 340]
To obtain the fist integral moment of Π(z) (corresponding to the right hand side of
equation 4.2), a conventional numerical integration was performed. The monolayer
bending modulus κm was estimated by the relation κm = kA(dHH − 10)2/48 based
on an empirical model [293]. The monolayer spontaneous curvature cm0 can then
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Table 4.2: Elastic properties for the simulated bilayer systems
κm cm0 κ
mcm0
(10−20J) (nm−1) (10−21J nm−1)
DOPC, 1 bar 4.43± 0.03 −0.056± 0.023 −2.48± 1.10
DOPC, 1000 bar 3.92± 0.03 −0.091± 0.034 −3.55± 1.44
POPC, 1 bar 4.34± 0.02 −0.054± 0.027 −2.32± 1.25
POPC, 1000 bar 3.88± 0.04 −0.168± 0.040 −6.53± 1.65
A t-test was performed for each property from the same bilayer type at the two
pressures. Regarding κm, differences between the values at 1 bar vs. 1000 bar are
significant (p < 0.05) for both bilayers. Regarding cm0 , differences are significant for
POPC but not for DOPC (p = 0.10). Regarding κmcm0 , differences are again
significant for POPC but not for DOPC (p = 0.55).
be easily obtained as the ratio between the first integral moment of Π(z) and the
monolayer bending modulus κm. The values obtained for these elastic properties at
the studied pressures for each bilayer are presented in Table 4.2.
Our results for κm for both bilayers at 1 bar are consistent with previous ex-
perimental and computational measurements [180, 254, 262]. Regarding the effect
of high pressure, our results show a slight decrease in κm at the increased pressure
of 1000 bar, for both bilayers. A recent experimental study [284] on DOPC, which
appears to be the first and so far only direct measurement of the bending rigidity of
a lipid membrane under high pressure, shows a significant increase (up to a factor of
2) for external pressures of up to 400 bar. Interestingly however, for higher external
pressures of up to 800 bar, the bending rigidity is then found to decrease down to
the value observed at 1 bar.
For a symmetrical bilayer, the monolayer spontaneous curvature cm0 measures the
intrinsic tendency of each of the monolayers to curl. Conventionally, the magnitude
of cm0 quantifies a leaflet’s desire to either curl towards the water phase in order
to form inverse structures (for cm0 < 0) or to curl away from the water phase to
form micellar structures (for cm0 > 0). When the magnitude of c
m
0 is small, the
tendency to curl is not satisfied, and the monolayers assemble symmetrically to
form a flat lamellar bilayer. Table 4.2 shows that, at 1 bar, both DOPC and
POPC bilayers are characterized by small negative values of cm0 , consistent with
the well-known experimental behavior whereby these lipids form standard lamellar
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bilayer phases (as opposed to micelles or inverse phases); furthermore, the specific
values obtained are in good agreement with previous literature [66, 239, 241, 254].
At the increased external pressure of 1000 bar, cm0 for POPC decreases (becomes
more negative) whereas no statistically significant change is observed for DOPC
(Table 4.2). The increased unsaturation level in DOPC with respect to POPC is
therefore correlated with a resistance to changes in spontaneous curvature under
high pressure. To our knowledge, no experimental measurement or other simulation
study on the pressure dependence of the spontaneous curvature has been previously
reported in the literature.
The quantity κmcm0 characterizes the membrane curvature frustration energy,
also known as torque tension; it is a fundamental biophysical property that underlies
mechanisms by which lipids can modulate the structure and function of membrane
proteins [17, 53, 210]. Our results are in fair agreement with available experimental
measurements [66] conducted at atmospheric pressure (1 bar), whereas no data are
available at increased pressure. Considering the results obtained for our systems, we
observe a statistically significant increase in the magnitude of κmcm0 under increased
external pressure for POPC, whereas for DOPC there is no significant difference. It
is interesting and relevant to compare our data with quantitative estimates, obtained
theoretically by Cantor [53], of the changes in the product κmcm0 required to affect
protein function. Specifically, from the analysis of collective rearrangements of
simple geometric models of proteins, it was calculated [53] that significant shifts
in protein conformational equilibria could be induced by changes in κmcm0 of order
1.2 × 10−21 J nm−1. From our data (Table 4.2), considering first DOPC, we can
calculate that increasing the pressure from 1 to 1000 bar induces changes in κmcm0 of
magnitude 1.1 × 10−21 J nm−1, which is below Cantor’s threshold, and anyway not
statistically significant. For POPC however, the change in pressure brings about a
substantially larger change in κmcm0 of magnitude 4.2× 10−21 J nm−1, which is well
above Cantor’s threshold, as well as being statistically significant. Therefore, at
least in relation to Cantor’s theoretical model [53], pressure-induced changes in κmcm0
would be large enough to alter protein conformational equilibria in a POPC bilayer,
but not in a DOPC bilayer. Real systems are obviously much more complex, in that
κmcm0 values will depend on the specific proteins as well as the lipid composition of
the bilayer. Bearing this caveat in mind, our results nonetheless clearly suggest that
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Figure 4.6: Dipole potential profiles for (a) DOPC and (b) POPC bilayers at 1 bar
(blue) and 1000 bar (orange). Error bars are are smaller than the lines’ thickness.
the response in terms of κmcm0 values to a change in pressure can be highly sensitive
to the lipid type, and specifically to the level of unsaturation. In particular, the
mono-unsaturated POPC is found to be very sensitive to an increase in external
pressure, with a much amplified effect on κmcm0 compared to the bi-unsaturated
DOPC, for which the change with pressure is not significant.
4.3.6 Dipole potential profile
The electrostatic dipole potential profiles Ψ(z) for the investigated DOPC and POPC
bilayers at 1 bar and 1000 bar are shown in Figure 4.6. Interestingly, in this case,
it can be seen that the change in pressure does not induce any substantial change
in the dipole potential of either bilayer. The absence of pressure-induced effects was
confirmed by further decomposition of Ψ(z) into the individual contributions from
water and lipid molecules (data not shown); these results are consistent with previous
reports obtained under standard ambient pressure [92, 277, 327]. Particularly, for
both bilayers, the contribution due to water is largely positive, determines the sign
of overall profile, and is compensated by the negative lipid contribution. We are not
aware of previously reported dipole potential data at other pressures, from either
experiments or simulations. Overall, our results show that the dipole potential is
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Table 4.3: Average number of hydrogen bonds formed between lipid head groups
and water molecules
Number DOPC POPC
of H-bonds 1 bar 1000 bar 1 bar 1000 bar
Head-Water 6.87± 0.04 6.91± 0.03 6.60± 0.03 6.66± 0.03
Head-Head 0.34± 0.02 0.34± 0.01 0.38± 0.01 0.39± 0.01
not sensitive to changes in the external hydrostatic pressure, irrespectively of the
type of lipid.
4.3.7 Hydration and permeation
To investigate more closely the interaction of the bilayers with water, we computed
the individual electron density contribution for water (Figure 4.3). The data ob-
tained show that the response to the pressure change does not significantly alter the
hydration features of the bilayer.
We also quantified the lipid headgroup orientation by calculating the angle
between the lipid head P-N vector and the z-axis (i.e., the bilayer normal). For
DOPC, the angle is 69.53 ± 0.20 degrees at 1bar and 69.24 ± 0.23 degrees at 1000
bar, while for POPC it is 69.38 ± 0.22 degrees at 1bar and 69.54 ± 0.22 degrees at
1000 bar. Statistically, the differences for both pairs are not significant (p > 0.05).
Incidentally, the absence of a significant effect on the headgroup orientation is
consistent with the results obtained for the dipole potential, when one considers that
the P-N vector is the main contributor (in terms of magnitude) to the overall dipole
potential. The results obtained show that, for both the POPC and DOPC bilayers,
the headgroup orientation does not change significantly in response to the imposed
pressure increase. Incidentally, the absence of a significant effect on the headgroup
orientation is consistent with the results obtained for the dipole potential, when one
considers that the P-N vector is a major contributor to the overall dipole potential.
The lipid headgroups were also analyzed in terms of their hydrogen bonding with
water. Consistently with the electron density data on the headgroup hydration, no
significant difference was found in the number of hydrogen bonds upon increasing
the external pressure (Table 4.3).
To study the permeation of water through the bilayers, we calculated the number
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of water molecules crossing the bilayers during the simulation. For POPC, the
number of crossing events was 54± 8 at 1 bar and 14± 2 at 1000 bar, the difference
being statistically significant (p = 0.04). For DOPC, the number of water crossings
was 52 ± 8 at 1 bar and 33 ± 3 at 1000 bar; in this case the difference is not
statistically significant (p = 0.15). Note that, to be able to estimate the standard
errors, for each system we counted separately the crossings along the two directions
aligned and anti-aligned the z axis, thus obtaining two data values for each systems.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we employed fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to
investigate the effects of a high external pressure of 1000 bar, compared to the am-
bient value of 1 bar, on a number of key physical properties of lipid bilayer systems.
In particular, we studied and compared systems comprising either bi-unsaturated
DOPC or mono-unsaturated POPC lipids. With the exception of the electrostatic
dipole potential profile and headgroup hydration, the properties investigated were
shown to be significantly affected by the pressure increase in both bilayers. Notably,
for most properties the effects are amplified for the POPC bilayer, especially in
relation to lipid area, chain order parameters, lateral pressure profile, spontaneous
curvature and curvature frustration energy. Regarding the structural properties,
our results provide molecular-level evidence to previous theoretical understanding
that increased unsaturation results in a stronger resistance to structural change in
response to high pressure [329]. In particular, the existence of two unsaturated bonds
(one in each tail) in the chemical structure of DOPC explains the less pronounced
mechanical response to high pressure compared to the amplified response obtained
for POPC, which features only one unsaturated bond. Moreover, the change in
the curvature frustration energy κmcm0 was also much more pronounced for POPC;
specifically, it was found to be significantly and substantially above a threshold
value predicted to be required in order to affect the conformational equilibria of
membrane-embedded proteins [53], whereas for DOPC we obtained a value below
such threshold and not statistically significant.
The lower unsaturation level in POPC with respect to DOPC seems therefore to
make most physical properties of the corresponding bilayer more sensitive to high
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pressure. Conversely, increased unsaturation for DOPC correlates to higher resis-
tance to changes in physical properties under increased pressure. More generally, our
results provide a quantitative molecular-level basis to rationalize the experimental
observation that bacteria adapted to live under high hydrostatic pressure in the
deep sea are characterized by higher ratios of unsaturated fatty acids in the lipid
membrane [23, 84, 164, 278]. Future work will involve simulations of more complex
systems, especially including membrane proteins, aimed at quantifying high pressure





characteristics of the ELBA
coarse-grained water model
The ELBA coarse-grained model describes a water molecule as a single-site Lennard-
Jones particle embedded with a point dipole. ELBA has been previously reported
to capture several properties of real water with relatively high accuracy, while
being up to two orders of magnitude more computationally efficient than atomistic
models. In this chapter, the ELBA model is ‘stress tested’, by investigations into
the temperature- and pressure-related characteristics. In particular, temperature-
and pressure-dependences of two most important water properties, the liquid den-
sity and the self-diffusion coefficient are studied; thermodynamic properties that
reflects derivative changes at ambient conditions in response to pressure or tempera-
ture fluctuations, namely the isothermal compressibility, isobaric heat capacity, and
thermal expansion coefficient, are also caculated. For temperature- and pressure-
dependences, molecular dynamics simulations are performed spanning temperatures
from 268 K up to 378 K and pressures from 1 atm up to 4000 atm. Comparisons
are made with literature data from experiments and from simulations of traditional
3-site atomistic models. Remarkably, the ELBA results show an overall similar (and
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sometimes higher) accuracy with respect to the atomistic data. For thermodynamic
properties, the accuracy of ELBA is relatively good compared to atomistic and other
coarse-grained models.
5.1 Introduction
Water is a non-negligible part in a biomembrane system. Not only it accounts for
a substantial ratio of the system in molecule amounts, but also water-biomolecule
interations contribute significantly to the behaviour of the system. The modelling
and simulation of water is of great interest for both academic research and industrial
applications. Numerous water models, with various characteristics and capabilities,
have been developed over several decades now [127, 130, 138, 360]. A popular
approach involves atomistic models where each atom in the water molecule is repre-
sented by a simulated site [26, 28, 160], although optimised models also exist which
include one or two extra sites [4, 162, 203]. While the simulations of atomistic
models can provide accurate and realistic results, they are also highly demanding of
computational resources. To reduce the computational cost, simplified models can
be developed by representing one or several water molecules with lower-resolution
single sites; in this approach, known as ‘coarse-graining’, some atomic-level details
are sacrificed to increase simulation efficiency [234, 252, 254, 296, 366].
The ELBA coarse-grained model has been developed to attempt striking a new
balance between physical accuracy and simulation efficiency [243, 249, 251]. In the
ELBA model, the three atoms of a water molecule are reduced to a single particle,
with an electrical point dipole affixed to its centre to capture the well-known dipolar
nature of water. Previous molecular dynamics simulations have shown relatively
good accuracy of the ELBA model under ambient conditions of temperature and
pressure. In particular, ELBA reproduced several fundamental water properties as
accurately as the best atomistic models, including density, potential energy, self-
diffusion coefficient, heat of vaporisation, critical point, surface tension and the
liquid-vapour interface structure [243]. A significant issue was however observed for
the radial distribution function, which showed qualitative and quantitative differ-
ences compared to experimental and atomistic data [243].Notably, ELBA can also
be used to hydrate atomistic solutes, including small organic molecules and proteins;
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in particular, uniquely for a coarse-grained model, ELBA was shown to be directly
compatible with common atomistic force fields, meaning that no additional or ad
hoc scaling factors, intermediate regions, or extra sites were required [244]. In terms
of computational cost, ELBA proves to be between one to two orders of magnitude
more efficient to simulate than traditional multi-site atomistic models [243].
While ambient conditions are obviously of primary importance, there is also
substantial interest in applying molecular simulations to investigate phenomena
which take place under a variety of temperatures and pressures, such as protein
folding processes [167, 191] and water filtration [100]. Hence, it is important to assess
how well a water model can predict real water behaviour at non-ambient conditions.
In this work, the performance of the ELBA model (with no modification to the
original parameters) is examined over a wide range of temperatures (268 K to 378
K) and pressures (1 atm to 4000 atm). We investigate the temperature and pressure
dependences of two fundamental water properties, the liquid phase density and
self-diffusion, which ELBA reproduces accurately under ambient conditions [243].
Comparison are made with corresponding experimental data and simulation results
for the atomistic models SPC [28], SPC/E [26] and TIP3P [160], which represent
the most widely-used water models in molecular simulation. As extra findings, we
also compute the pressure dependence of liquid density and self-diffusion coefficient
at room temperature for, respectively, TIP3P and SPC. To our knowledge, these
properties have not been previously published.
Additional temperature- or pressure-related thermodynamic properties are calcu-
lated here for ELBA at ambient conditions, namely, isobaric heat capacity, thermal
expansion coefficient, and isothermal compressibility. For these properties, literature
data exist also from simulation of other coarse-grained models, which are thus
included in the comparison.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 ELBA coarse-grained model
The ELBA model describes a water molecule as a single Lennard-Jones particle
embedded with a point dipole (Figure 5.1) [243, 249].
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Figure 5.1: Atomistic water molecule and the ELBA model. The left panel shows a
water molecule at the atomic level, with a negative charge (“−” sign) on the oxygen
atom and two positive charges (“+” signs) on the hydrogen atoms. The right panel
depicts an ELBA water site, with the arrow representing an electrical point dipole.
The potential energy Uij for a pair of water particles i and j is the sum of a
Lennard-Jones interaction term ULJ and a dipole interaction term Udip:
Uij = ULJ + Udip. (5.1)
Both terms are in the ‘shifted-force’ form [9, 292], whereby the potential energy and
its derivative (the force) go to zero smoothly at the cut-off point. The shifted-force
scheme removes cutoff-related artefacts and simulation stability problems [9, 292],
which are especially severe for orientation-dependent potentials such as the point
dipole potential [6]. For the Lennard-Jones part, the following expression proposed




































in which σ and ϵ have the standard meaning [9, 292], r is the inter-particle distance,
and rc is the cut-off radius. For the dipole interactions, the classic electrostatic
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(µi · r)(µj · r)
]
, (5.3)
where ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity, µi and µj are the point dipole vectors of the
interacting pair, r and r are, respectively, the distance vector and its magnitude,
and rc is the cut-off distance. Values of the potential parameters used here follow
conventional settings [243]: ϵ = 0.55 kcal mol−1, σ = 3.05 Å, µ = 2.6 D and
rc = 12.0 Å.
5.2.2 General simulation details
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the software LAMMPS (ver-
sion 11 Nov 2013) [1, 274]. Input scripts are available on our group website [3].
The simulation systems contained 8000 water sites in a cubic region. Conventional
periodic boundary conditions were adopted. Conditions of constant temperature
and pressure were applied in most of the simulations; in these cases, the edge length
of the starting simulation box was set to 6.2 nm, yielding an initial water density
of approximately 1 g cm−3 (consistent with the density of real water at standard
ambient conditions). However, in some cases (detailed below), we fixed the volume,
and hence also the system density, to a constant value. In all simulations, the
temperature was controlled using the Langevin thermostat [313], with a collision
frequency of 1 ps−1. The pressure was maintained (when needed) using the barostat
by Berendsen et al. [29], with a damping time of 1 ps and a bulk modulus of
2.174 × 104 atm. The integration time step for the ELBA simulations was 10 fs.
At every time step, the net momentum of the mass centre of the entire system was
removed to prevent drifting during the simulation. The interaction cutoff radius
was 12 Å and no long range interactions (beyond the cutoff distance) were included
for the ELBA model. All these settings are consistent with previous work [243].
Additional atomistic simulations were also run to study the pressure dependence
of the TIP3P density and the SPC diffusion coefficient, as no corresponding results
were found in the literature. For these simulations the time step was 2 fs. Bonds and
angles were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [304] with a relative tolerance
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of 10−4. The nonbonded cutoff distance was 10 Å for SPC [243] and 13 Å for
TIP3P [243, 282]. Long range electrostatic interactions were included with the
PPPM method [143] with a relative tolerance of 10−5.
Specific details of individual calculations are given below in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.3 Details of individual calculations
To investigate density, self-diffusion, isothermal heat capacity, thermal expansion
coefficient and isothermal compressibility, we ran series of 7 ns long simulations.
The initial 2 ns were regarded as equilibration, while the subsequent 5 ns were
considered as production; during production, the relevant properties were sampled
every 0.1 ps. For each simulation, three independent repeats were run by assigning
the initial velocities with different random seeds.
Calculations of density and self-diffusion coefficient followed standard proce-
dures [127, 292]. Regarding isothermal heat capacity, thermal expansion coefficient
and isothermal compressibility, details are given in the following Sections 5.2.3, 5.2.3
and 5.2.3, respectively.
Isobaric heat capacity








where Etot1 and E
tot
2 are the total energies per molecule at temperature T1 = 288 K
and T2 = 308 K. The second term at the right hand side of the equation is the quan-
tum contribution, which for classical molecular simulations is about−9.3 Jmol−1K−1
under standard ambient conditions [119, 146, 299].
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Thermal expansion coefficient
The thermal expansion coefficient α at 298 K was estimated using the finite-difference

















where V is the simulation box volume, and ρ1, ρ2 are the densities at temperature
T1 (288 K) and T2 (308 K), respectively.
Isothermal compressibility
The isothermal compressibility κT was calculated from two sets of constant-volume
(and hence also constant-density) simulations, by applying the finite-difference equa-

















where P1 and P2 are the pressures corresponding to the constant density values of
respectively ρ1 (0.947g/cm
3) and ρ2 (1.047g/cm
3). These density values were fixed
at the outset by setting the system volume accordingly.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Temperature dependence
The density and the self-diffusion coefficient of the ELBA water have been calculated
at temperatures ranging from 268 K and 378 K, under a constant pressure of 1 atm.
Results for both properties are compared with previously published results from
experiment and from simulations of the widely-used 3-site atomistic water models
SPC, SPC/E, and TIP3P [19, 126, 160, 161, 361].
Figure 5.2 shows the density data as a function of temperature. Compared
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Figure 5.2: Density as a function of temperature at 1 atm. The standard deviation
of the ELBA data is less than 0.00005 g cm−3 for all values; corresponding error
bars are smaller than the size of the symbols. The experimental data are from the
NIST database [188]. Atomistic data are from Paschek [265].
to the experimental data, it is clear that the ELBA results exhibit a larger rate of
change with temperature in comparison to real water. Specifically, the ELBA results
underestimate the density above room temperature while overestimate it below room
temperature. Note however that the discrepancies observed are not particularly
severe; the largest error, at around 373 K, is ∼0.03 g cm−3, which corresponds to
a relative error of only ∼3% with respect to the experimental measurement. When
compared to the data from the atomistic models, the ELBA results are remarkably
accurate (where accurate is intended to mean close to the experimental value). In
particular, ELBA proves more accurate than SPC for temperatures above ∼285 K.
ELBA is also more accurate than TIP3P for temperatures above ∼290 K. However,
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ELBA is less accurate than SPC/E for all temperatures.
The self-diffusion coefficient data as a function of temperature are displayed in
Figure 5.3. It can be seen that the ELBA results exhibit a lower rate of change with






















Figure 5.3: Self-diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature at 1 atm.
The standard deviation for the ELBA results is at most 0.05 × 10−9 m2 s−1;
corresponding error bars are of the order of the size of the symbols. The experimental
data [144], as well as results for SPC [126], SPC/E [126] and TIP3P [361] are shown
for comparison.
temperature in comparison to real water. In terms of absolute values, the accuracy
of ELBA is rather good in a fairly large region centred around room temperature
(approximately from 270 K to 320 K). In this region, ELBA is substantially more
accurate than SPC and TIP3P, and largely as accurate as SPC/E. For temperatures
above ∼320 K, the ELBA values increasingly diverge from the experimental curve,




The pressure dependence of ELBA was investigated by applying external isotropic
pressures from 1 atm to 4000 atm while maintaining a standard ambient temperature
of 298 K. From Figure 5.4, it can be seen that the ELBA results are close to exper-
iment only in the initial region around ambient condition, while they increasingly
underestimate the experimental values with increasing pressure. This implies that


















Figure 5.4: Density as a function of pressure at 298 K of ELBA, together with
experimental data [188] and simulation results for SPC [286], SPC/E [286] and
TIP3P (this work). The standard deviations for the ELBA and TIP3P results are
at most 0.00005 g cm−3 and 0.00007 g cm−3, respectively; corresponding error bars
are smaller than the size of the symbols.
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ELBA is less compressible by high pressure than real water. Compared to the
atomistic models, ELBA is markedly less accurate than both SPC/E and TIP3P,
but it proves more accurate than SPC for pressures below 1000 atm.
Regarding the self-diffusion coefficient, Figure 5.5 shows that the accuracy of
ELBA is rather high at ambient pressure, but it decreases with increasing pressure,
as the experimental values are more and more underestimated. Nevertheless, ELBA
proves markedly more accurate than both SPC and (especially) TIP3P, while the
SPC/E data almost match the experimental values.























Figure 5.5: Self-diffusion coefficient as a function of pressure at 298 K. Results from
experiment [136] and for SPC (this work), SPC/E [287] and TIP3P [118] are shown
for comparison. The standard deviation for the ELBA and SPC values are at most
0.018 ×10−9 m2 s−1 and 0.23 ×10−9 m2 s−1, respectively; corresponding error bars
are of the order of the size of the symbols.
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5.3.3 Thermodynamic properties at ambient conditions
Results for the thermodynamic properties of the ELBA model at 298 K and 1
atm are presented in Table 5.1, together with literature data from experiments,
3-site atomistic models, and also other coarse-grained models. The atomistic mod-
els are SPC [28], SPC/E [26] and TIP3P [160], already used as standards for
comparison in the temperature and pressure dependences reported in the previous
section. Regarding the other coarse-grained models, comparable results have been
reported for single-site models (like ELBA) and for ‘coarser’ descriptions, whereby
several water molecules are reduced to a smaller number of coarse-grained particles.
Considering single-site models, relevant data have been reported in the literature
for the SSD, mW, and MS-CG models. SSD is a model comprising a Lennard-
Jones sphere, a point dipole, and an octupolar term used to capture hydrogen
bonding. SSD has been used to study water in the liquid and ice phases [59,
102, 103, 194], and as a solvent for different systems [194, 221, 247, 257, 260].
The mW model is characterised by a three-body term that captures tetrahedral
coordination [224]. MS-CG is a model consisting of an effective potential obtained
by the force-matching method [154]. The BMW model [379] is a coarser model
that reduces four water molecules to three charged sites, with the Born-Mayer-
Huggins potential replacing the conventional Lennard-Jones potential. BMW has
been applied to study the solvation and aggregation of peptides [380]. MARTINI is a
popular model based on the Lennard-Jones potential, without explicit electrostatics,
where each site represents four water molecules [207]. P-MARTINI [382] refers
to a polarizable variant of MARTINI which comprises three sites, two of which
are oppositely charged. The GROMOS model [299] maps five water molecules
to two oppositely charged sites. This model has also been used as a solvent for
proteins [297]. WT4 is a model that represents clusters of 11 water molecules by
tetrahedral particles comprising 4 charged sites [75]. WT4 has been used as a solvent
for ions and nucleic acids [75].
Regarding the isobaric heat capacity Cp, the ELBA result is lower than the
experimental value. This could be expected since there is no explicit hydrogen-
bonding network in the ELBA model. In fact, the high heat capacity of real liquid
water is believed to be partly due to the presence of hydrogen bonds, because
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when water is heated, the corresponding energy is partly used to bend or break
the hydrogen bonds, rather than being totally transferred to the kinetic energy of
the water molecules [94, 193]. Quantitatively, the difference between ELBA and
the experimental value is ∼10 J mol−1 K−1, corresponding to a relative error of
14.5%. Compared to the atomistic models, ELBA proves slightly more accurate
than SPC/E, for which the relative error is 15%; however, SPC and TIP3P are
in turn markedly more accurate than ELBA, with relative errors of 0.3% and 4%,
respectively. As for the other coarse-grained models, it can be seen that mW is
characterised by a Cp value that is less than half the experimental value. The WT4
model also underestimates Cp, being 43% lower than the experimental measurement.
Both the SSD and GROMOS models instead overestimate Cp, although with rather
different relative errors of respectively 60% and 7%.
Regarding the thermal expansion coefficient α, it can be seen that the ELBA
value is not very accurate, as it is almost 4 times larger than the experimental
value. However, in comparison with the atomistic models, the accuracy of ELBA is
relatively good, being within the range reported for SPC and TIP3P (which have α
values about 3 to 5 times larger than the experimental value). The SPC/E result
is the most accurate, even though it is still over twice as large as the experimental
result. It should be pointed out that these results are consistent with the temperature
dependent density data reported in Figure 5.2, where all densities from simulations
show a larger rate of change with temperature with respect to the experimental
data. Specifically, as the density of the models decreases faster than experimentally
observed with increasing temperature, the thermal expansion coefficient is expected
to be overestimated. Compared with the other coarse-grained models, ELBA proves
slightly more accurate than WT4 and substantially more accurate than GROMOS
and MS-CG.
As for the isothermal compressibility κT , the ELBA model underestimates the
experimental value by ∼36%, while the atomistic models all prove more accurate,
with relative errors in the range from 4% to 28%. Compared with the other coarse-
grained models, ELBA is instead more accurate than all but one model (BMW).
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5.4 Conclusion
We have studied the temperature and pressure dependences of density and self-
diffusion for the coarse-grained ELBA water model. Notably, the accuracy of ELBA
was found to be overall comparable to that of the standard 3-site atomistic models,
in that the relative errors with respect to experiment obtained with ELBA were
mostly within the range of errors characterising the atomistic models. In fact, in
some cases ELBA was shown to be even more accurate than some of the atomistic
models.
Moreover, we computed thermodynamic properties at standard ambient con-
ditions, namely isothermal compressibility, isobaric heat capacity and thermal ex-
pansion coefficient, for which comparisons could also include other coarse-grained
models. For the thermal expansion coefficient and the isothermal compressibility,
ELBA proved less accurate than the atomistic models, but more accurate than the
other coarse-grained models. Regarding the heat capacity, ELBA was shown to be
as accurate as SPC/E and more accurate than most available coarse-grained models.
Together with the previous demonstration of the direct compatibility of ELBA
with atomistic force fields for organic molecules and proteins [244], the work pre-
sented here opens up a range of opportunities for mixed atomistic/coarse-grained
simulations under non-ambient conditions of temperature and pressure.
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Table 5.1: Thermodynamic properties at ambient conditionsa. Isobaric heat
capacity: Cp. Thermal expansion coefficient: α. Isothermal compressibility: κT .
Melting point: Tm. Shear viscosity: η. The ELBA results are reported as ‘average
± standard deviation’. A ‘mapping’ entry m → n indicates m water molecules are
modelled by n sites.
mapping Cp α κT
(Jmol−1K−1) (10−4K−1) (10−5atm−1)
ELBA 1 → 1 64.37± 0.17 9.64± 0.03 2.914± 0.004
Experimentb 75.3 2.56 4.53
SPCc 1 → 3 75.6 7.3, 10.6d 4.74
SPC/Eb 1 → 3 86.6 5.6c 4.67, 5.17c
TIP3Pb 1 → 3 78.41 9.2e, 14.4d 5.81
SSDf 1 → 1 120.5± 0.5 - -
mWg 1 → 1 33 - 1.9
MS-CGh 1 → 1 - 25.0 14.7
BMWi 4 → 3 - - 3.3
P-MARTINIk 4 → 3 - - -
MARTINIl 4 → 1 - - 2.6i, 6.1
GROMOSm 5 → 2 80.7 23 8.4 to 13.8
WT4n 11 → 4 43o 11.6 2.46






gReference [224], κT at 300 K
hReference [154], at 300 K
iReference [379], at 300 K
jReference [39], at 300 K
kReference [382]
lReference [206], at 300 K
mReference [299]
nReference [75]
oReference [77], value for a WT4 and SPC mixture.
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Chapter 6
Folding Free Energy Landscape of
Atomistic Protein Structures
Solvated in Coarse-Grained ELBA
Water
The ELBA water model has been applied in dual-resolution simulations of hydrated
biomolecule systems. In specific, molecules represented with standard all-atom force
fields are solvated in ELBA water. A unique characteristic of this methodology
is that the mixing of resolutions is direct, meaning that no additional or ad hoc
scaling factors, intermediate regions, or extra sites are required. To validate the
methodology, hydrating properties from several aspects have been studied, including
the hydration free energy of AA sidechain analogs, the stability of a typical full
protein, etc [244]. Here, we compute folding free energy landscapes of representative
α−helical and β−hairpin structures solvated in ELBA water, and compare the
results against those applying the TIP3P water model. The parallel tempering tech-
nique is applied. Our dual-resolution method is found to be comparatively accurate
as the atomistic simulation, but several times more computationally efficient.
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6.1 Introduction
The lipid bilayer self-assembly as well as many other biological processes are facili-
tated by the hydrating force with water [21, 61]. The multitude of hydration models
that have been proposed in the literature could reflect the relevance of water as a
solvent in countless natural and industrial processes [12, 76, 89, 128, 130, 155, 360].
An important computational aspect in the simulation of explicitly hydrated systems
is that the large majority of the computation time is typically spent calculating
water-water interactions. It is therefore unsurprising that numerous methods and
models have been developed to simplify the treatment of hydration, and hence reduce
the corresponding computational cost. In this respect, an increasingly popular
approach involves the development of particle-based coarse-grained (CG) models,
where one or more water molecules are represented by single interaction sites [18,
130, 151, 153, 255, 259, 296, 320].
An interesting and potentially very useful issue to consider is whether and how
CG water models can be used to hydrate molecules described by standard atomistic
models. Such a dual-resolution approach is highly desirable, because it allows the CG
efficiency to be combined with the accuracy and generality of atomistic force fields -
at least in principle. In practice however, complications arise because the CG force
fields are not normally compatible with the atomistic ones. In fact, existing dual-
resolution hydration schemes rely on one or more of the following ad hoc procedures
to couple CG water and atomistic solutes: extra parameters or scaling factors to
calibrate the atomistic-CG interactions [221, 247, 257, 260, 297, 298, 373], specific
parametrization of atomistic-CG interactions [133, 134, 216, 217, 321], additional
CG virtual sites [87, 231, 305, 373], artificial relative dielectric permittivity between
atomistic sites due to lack of CG water electrostatic screening [133, 305], additional
layers of atomistic water between the atomistic molecules and the CG water [121,
231, 298], or “adaptive resolution” transition regions [34].
The ELBA water model has been employed to develop a new direct approach
to CG hydration of atomistic molecules [244], where the two levels of resolution
(atomistic and CG) coexist in the same simulation without requiring any ad hoc
treatment of the mixed interactions. In the ELBA CG force field [242, 248], each
water molecule is represented by a point dipole attached to the center of a Lennard-
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Jones sphere; such a combination of potentials is also known as the Stockmayer
model. While the idea of parametrizing a “Lennard-Jones plus point dipole” poten-
tial to model water solvation was proposed by Warshel already 35 years ago [372],
the Stockmayer model has been almost exclusively employed to study idealized polar
fluids [22, 79, 159, 233]. The ELBAmodel is characterized by a novel parametrization
targeted to liquid water, and by an original “shifted-force” variant of the point dipole
potential (which is crucial to the viability and efficiency of the model in molecular
dynamics simulations; see more details in Section 2.3.2).
Previous multiscale simulations usually set more than one regions for the system
with different mesoscopic scales. For example, the famous AdResS method contains
two regions, with one in atomistic level and the other in coarse-grained level, and
when a molecule passes from one region to another, its resolution level changes
accordingly [279, 280]. Here, the approach is to directly mix the ELBA water
and atomistic solvents together without such pre-treatments and transition regions.
To show that the ELBA water model can be used straightforwardly to hydrate
molecules described by standard atomistic force fields, we mix CG and atomistic
interactions through simple shifted-force potentials, with mixed parameters deter-
mined from the same standard rules employed for interactions among the atomistic
sites. Thus, for all the interactions in the system, Lennard-Jones cross terms are
determined by the Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules [10] (which involve simple
geometric and arithmetic means), and electrostatic cross terms are determined from
classical Coulomb expressions, with the relative permittivity set to unity (ϵr = 1).
The validity of this approach has been firstly tested by computing the free energy of
hydration for several atomistically-modeled small molecules (analogs of amino acids)
solvated in ELBA water [244]. Many among the most fundamental (bio)molecular
processes, such as self-assembly, ligand binding, transmembrane permeation, and
protein folding, are regulated by the free energy of hydration, and hence its accurate
reproduction is paramount. Our calculations have shown that the dual-resolution
approach reproduces the experimental data as closely as corresponding results from
fully atomistic simulations. Also, the hydration free energy of ELBA water is in
even better agreement with experiment than several standard atomistic models.
Then in this chapter, the ELBA water is applied to solvate a full typical protein
structure, comprising an α-helix and four β-strands, modeled with a standard all-
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atom force field. we conduct parallel tempering simulations to study the folding free
energy landscape of two typical α helical and β hairpin elements. The consistency
was again found with those from an equivalent fully atomistic system.
The parallel tempering (or replica exchange) method tackles the notorious free
energy barrier problem by running in parallel multiple replicas of the same system
at a sequence of temperatures ranging from the desired temperature to a higher
temperature at which the energy barrier could be easily overcome [148, 338]. During
the simulation of the replicas, neibouring ones are swapped, behind which is essen-
tially a Monte-Carlo thought: since the simulation at higher tempreratures could
traverse the free energy barrier, the swap of a low temperature replica into a higher
one facilitate it to overcome the quasi-ergodicity. Such a straightforward method
is suitable to study the free energy landscape problem, and the two foundamental
protein structures (i.e. the protein G C-terminal β hairpin and the Trp-cage α
helical) have been previously used as typical assessment models of the solvation
forcefield [338, 385].
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Mixed atomistic-CG interactions
The ELBA forcefield can refer to Section 5.2. Atomistic protein molecules are
described with the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF), [358] version 2b7.







with ULJij the Lennard-Jones term and U
qp
ij the charge-dipole term. For the Lennard-
Jones term, we use the same shifted-force potential that models the water-water
interactions (Equation 5.2), but with σ and ϵ now representing the mixed i-j (atom-
water) interactions. Such cross terms are assigned with the standard Lorentz-
Berthelot rules: [10] σ = (σi + σj)/2, ϵ =
√
ϵiϵj. These are the same rules used
to assign Lennard-Jones cross terms within purely atomistic interactions. For the
electrostatic potential between the atomistic (partial) charges and the CG water
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pj · r (6.2)
with qi the atom partial charge, pj the water dipole, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, εr
the relative permittivity, r the pair distance vector, r the magnitude of r, and rc the
cutoff radius. Note that εr = 1, as for the electrostatic interactions within standard
all-atom models.
6.2.2 General molecular dynamics details
Molecular dynamics simulations were run with the program LAMMPS, [1, 275]
version 16 Aug 2013, modified to include the calculation of solute-solvent potential
energies required for the free energy calculations. Complete command scripts and
input files are The charmm2lammps.pl tool [1] was used to convert the original
CGenFF topology and parameter files into LAMMPS input files (which require a
different format, as well as conversions to different units for some of the parameters).
Nonbonded interactions within the atomistic models (small molecules and protein
G) were computed using standard approaches. In particular, Lennard-Jones pair
interactions were considered up to an atom-based cutoff distance of 12 Å; a switching
function [201] was used to make both energies and forces go to zero smoothly between
11 and 12 Å. Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules [10] were used (as in both the original
CHARMM and AMBER force fields [199, 367]). For the Coulombic interactions, a
cutoff distance of 12 Å was set for the real space part, while long range interactions
were included using the particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) solver, [142] with
a relative tolerance of 10−5. Intramolecular 1-2 and 1-3 nonbonded interactions
were neglected, while 1-4 interactions were treated according to the rules for the
corresponding force field. [199, 367]
In all pure AA or AA-CG mixed simulations, the integration timestep was 2 fs.
The temperature was controlled using a Langevin thermostat [314] with a collision
frequency of 1 ps−1. The pressure was controlled isotropically using the barostat by
Berendsen et al. [31] with a damping time of 1 ps and an isothermal compressibility
of 4.6×10−5 atm−1. For the atomistic solutes, bonds involving hydrogen atoms were
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constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [304] with a relative tolerance of 10−6.
6.2.3 Parallel tempering simulations
The parallel tempering (or replica exchange) method [148, 338] was applied to
investigate the folding free energy of the C-terminal β hairpin of protein G (PDB
code: 2GB1) and Trp-cage (PDB code: 1L2Y). The β hairpin and Trp-cage protein
structures were solvated with respectively 1901 and 1885 water molecules. Each
system was initially equilibrated for 2 ns at 300K and 1 atm; in particular, during
the first 1 ns, the protein atoms were restrained to their original positions by
applying harmonic springs. The systems were then run for 100 ps in the NVT
ensemble, and the final configurations were used as the starting points for the
parallel tempering simulations. For both proteins, 60 replicas were simulated in
parallel with temperatures spanning the range from 270 to 655K [384, 385]. In
particular, each replica was simulated for 3.5 ns. During the first 0.1 ns, exchanges
were not attempted. During the remaining 3.4 ns, parallel tempering was performed
with exchanges attempted every 0.4 ps, and configurations saved every 0.1 ps. The
last 3 ns of every replica were used for data collection. For the β hairpin, the
two reaction coordinates are the number of the native backbone-backbone hydrogen
bonds excluding the two near the turn, and the radius of gyration of the side chain
atoms of the four hydrophobic residues (Trp43, Tyr45, Phe52 and Val54). [93] For
the Trp-cage, the fraction of native contacts (Q) and the radius of gyration of the
α-carbon atoms (Rg) were chosen as the reaction coordinates; a native contact was
defined when the distance of a pair of α-carbon atoms from nonadjacent residues
is less than 6.5 Å [383]. Free energy landscapes were obtained from histogram
analysis [105].
6.3 Results
The free energy landscapes obtained from the parallel tempering simulations of
the the β hairpin are shown in 6.1. In particular, Figure 6.1a refers to the fully
atomistic run (CHARMM protein with TIP3P water), and Figure 6.1b represents
the results from the dual-resolution system (CHARMM protein with ELBA water).
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It can be noticed that the two diagrams show qualitatively similar “L”-shaped
(a) All-atom (b) Dual-resolution
Figure 6.1: Free energy landscapes for β hairpin vs the two reaction coordinates,
that is, number of H bonds and radius of gyration (Rg). The free energy is in units
of kBT, and contours are spaced with 1 kBT intervals. Panel (a): All-atom system.
Panel (b): Dual-resolution system.
landscapes. To compare the two simulations quantitatively, we further compute
the folding free energy. In particular, we consider folded and unfolded states when
the number of hydrogen bonds is respectively greater or less than 1; [47] we can
then calculate the folding free energy as ∆G = −RT log(Pf/Pu) where Pf and Pu
denote respectively the probabilities of the folded and unfolded states. The folding
free energies obtained are respectively −0.43 kcal/mol and −0.39 kcal/mol for the
all-atom and dual-resolution systems, showing reasonable agreement between the
two approaches. In addition, the minimum locations of the folded and unfolded
states in both system also show consistency, which is (2.0, 5.4) and (0.0, 6.4) for
the all-atom system, while (2.5, 5.2) and (0.0, 7.6) for the dual-resolution system
(NHbond, Rg).
Regarding Trp-cage, the free energy landscapes obtained from the parallel tem-
pering simulations are shown in 6.2. In particular, Figure 6.2a refers to the fully
atomistic run (CHARMM protein with TIP3P water), and Figure 6.2b represents
the results from the dual-resolution system (CHARMM protein with ELBA water).
It can be seen that the landscapes share qualitatively similar features, especially
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(a) All-atom (b) Dual-resolution
Figure 6.2: Free energy landscapes for Trp-cage vs the two reaction coordinates,
that is, fraction of native contact (Q) and the radius of gyration of the α-carbon
atoms (Rg). The free energy is in units of kBT, and contours are spaced with 1 kBT
intervals. Panel (a): All-atom system. Panel (b): Dual-resolution system.
with respect to the regions of lower free energy, whereas some differences are evident
in the upper part of the landscapes, corresponding to regions of higher free energy.
Importantly, both landscapes show a characteristic funnel-like pattern, and both
display global minima at reaction coordinates near (0.8, 7). With respect to the
folding free energy, considering folded states when Q > 0.6 and Rg < 7.8, we obtain
−1.80 kcal/mol for the all-atom system and −0.66 kcal/mol for the dual-resolution
system; in this case, there is a factor of three difference in the magnitude of the
values. Remarkably, the dual-resolution result is closer to the experimental values
of −0.7 kcal/mol [285] and −0.76 kcal/mol. [337]
6.4 Discussion
A new dual-resolution hydration approach is tested, whereby the ELBA coarse-
grained model for water is used in combination with all-atom molecular models. A
unique feature of this method is that no extra scaling factors, healing regions, or
virtual sites are required to mix the two levels of resolution.
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In previous studies [244], our simplified hydration model yielded predictions that
are overall as accurate as those from fully atomistic simulations and experiments.
Similarly notable was the finding that the hydration free energy of ELBA water
in itself reproduces the experimental value for real water more accurately than
most atomistic water models. Overall, these remarkable results are in line with
recent work on pure water systems showing ELBA to be as accurate as the best
atomistic models in reproducing fundamental properties such as density, diffusion,
surface tension, vapor-liquid equilibria, and even the critical point. [242] Regarding
a possible explanation for the comparatively high accuracy of ELBA, we believe that
an important factor is the magnitude of its permanent dipole moment (2.6D), which
is significantly closer to that of real liquid water (2.95D [125]) compared to those
of standard atomistic models (2.18D for TIP4P, [184, 204] 2.27D for SPC, [170]
2.305D for TIP4P/2005, [5] 2.35D for SPC/E [184] and TIP3P [204]).
In this chapter, dual-resolution simulations were conducted with ELBA water
hydrating typical protein structures modeled with a standard atomistic force field.
Folding free energy results obtained were in satisfactory agreements for the β hair-
pin structure. However, for the α helical structure, the magnitude of the folding
free energy obtained from the dual-resolution system was over three times smaller
than that from the all-atom system; interestingly, the dual-resolution result was
found to be closer to the experimental value. Combining all results together, some
disagreement in the behavior of protein systems is expected, due to the differences
observed between the all-atom and dual-resolution results for the hydration free
energies of the amino acid sidechain analogs; specifically, while the overall accuracy
of the simulation approaches is similar, significant variations can be observed for
most sidechain analogs in terms of individual values of the hydration free energy
from the different models.
Regarding general limitations of the mixing methodology, it is clear that any
hydrogen bonding between an atomistic solute and ELBA water is inevitably de-
scribed at an approximate level. In fact, while the electrostatic interactions between
ELBA’s dipole and atomistic donors and acceptors are expected to capture some
overall features of hydrogen bonding, it is clear that the absence of explicit donor and
acceptor sites in ELBA prevents local effects to be represented accurately. An exam-
ple of the consequences of this limitation was indeed observed in the analysis of the
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sidechain-sidechain hydrogen bonds. However, it is also interesting and important
to stress that the lack of explicit hydrogen bonding sites in ELBA did not prevent
the comparatively accurate prediction of the hydration free energy of the amino
acid sidechain analogs, and of the ELBA water itself. From a technical standpoint,
it should be noted that the ELBA model and related dual-resolution scheme are
currently available only in the LAMMPS simulation program. [1, 275] Most other
mainstream packages, such as GROMACS, [140] AMBER, [307] NAMD, [270] or
GROMOS, [182] lack the point dipole potential, and related rotational integrator,
that ELBA requires; these features could of course be implemented, but major
modifications to data structures and core routines would be necessary.
6.5 Conclusions
A novel dual-resolution scheme, which couples the ELBA coarse-grained water model
with conventional fully atomistic solutes, was tested. The approach presented is
uniquely simple, since the coarse-grained water interacts directly with the atomistic
molecules without the need for extra parameters. The methodology is overall capable
of reproducing the folding free energy landscape of fundamental protein structures;
while the average structure and energetics were consistent with corresponding all-
atom calculations, some differences were noticed regarding flexibility and hydrogen
bonding between sidechains. Computationally, our hybrid simulations proved up to
six times more efficient than standard fully atomistic counterparts, and future work






This thesis presented molecular dynamics simulation work related to biomembrane
systems. Firstly, shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, atomistic simulations on lipid
bilayers were performed. In general, obtained results have revealed how two key
features in the lipid molecular structure, i.e., the head group moieties and the sat-
uration level in hydrocarbon chains) influence the assembled membrane properties.
Secondly, work presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 on the ELBA CG water model
shows the ability of this model to accurately capture essential physics in response
to non-ordinary environmental changes (temperature and pressure), and in mixed
atomistic/coarse-grained system as solvent.
In the atomistic bilayer-related work, lamellar vs. nonlamellar lipid composition
change was shown to induce lipid bilayer property changes mostly in the two trans-
bilayer lateral pressure and dipole potential profiles. At the same time, structural
properties including the average area/volume per lipid, bilayer thickness, were also
proportionally related to the changes in composition, but the effects are relatively
marginal. More specifically, the lateral pressure profile results suggest that DOPE
concentration increases induce a transfer of pressure from the lipid headgroups to
the inner hydrocarbon core.
Further, the comparison of saturated vs. unsaturated lipids have shown signifi-
cant effects in their response to high pressure. Notably, for most properties the effects
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are amplified for the more saturated POPC bilayer, which suggest a hypothesis that
increased unsaturation in the lipid tails results in a stronger resistance to structural
change in response to high pressure.
Based on our findings, further investigations on compositional mechanisms of a
range of biomembrane processes — such as passive permeation, membrane binding
and insertion, and membrane protein functionality — could be potentially carried
out. Moreover, as extensions to the current dual-component membrane model,
studies on systems with increased complexity may be conducted to more accurately
mimic the real biological membrane. Regarding the high pressure effect on mem-
branes, several important membrane properties such as phase separation are yet to
be investigated at the molecular-level by simulations. These features are thought to
be also crucial to characterize the response of biological membrane to the pressure
increase.
From the methodological viewpoint, a coarse-grained or dual-resolution mod-
elling of the membrane system will be further developed. This is expected to be
helpful to study larger-scale problems, such as phase transition and pore formation,
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